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Abstract. Precision agriculture is the implementation 
of the recent technology in agriculture. Huge amount 
of data is collected in agriculture and various 
techniques of data mining are used to make efficient 
use of it. In this paper, we have discussed how with the 
help of both, clustering and classification algorithms, 
the crop suitable for a particular piece of land can be 
determined. Management zone delineation is a key task 
in this. From a data-mining point of view this comes 
down to variant of spatial clustering which has a 
constraint of keeping the resulting clusters spatially 
mostly contiguous.  We analyze the need to discretize 
and normalize the data set and the various techniques 
that are used for the same. Further, a comparative 
analysis of the algorithm is shown where it can be seen 
which algorithm is best suited. We also talk about the 
future scope of the same and how these could actually 
be implemented in the real life scenarios. 
 
KEYWORDS 

Discretization, Normalization, Clustering, 
Classification, Precision agriculture, Zone 
delineation. 

 
1 INTRODUCTION 
 
In recent years precision agriculture [1] has gained 
a lot of attention due to enormous possibilities it 
can open up in the field of agriculture. In one of our 
previous paper titled “Survey of Zone Tessellation 

Techniques for Defined Parameters in Precision 
agriculture”, we had applied various clustering 
algorithms on a dataset and used zone delineation for 
predicting the yield of crops in a particular area. 
DBSCAN and ICEAGE algorithms had the best time 
complexity. In another paper titled “Survey of 

classification algorithms for formulating yield 
prediction accuracy in precision agriculture” we 

have obtained the graphs and results presented in 
the paper. These are the result of the application of 
various classification algorithms on the dataset for 
predicting the yield of the crop. Further it was 
seen that Bagging algorithm gives the least error 
in predicting the seeds for the crop for a particular 
year. 
The data set that we have used comprises of the 
following attributes: Area harvested, Seed, Yield 
and Production. The data is collected for the 
soybean crop. Yield is the actual generation of 
seed from the soybean crop, area harvested is the 
amount of the crop collected in a season and 
production is the quantity produced and actually 
harvested for the soybean crop. The data range 
over 53 years, starting from 1961 to 2013.  
In the paper, we have provided a combined 
approach of both the techniques of zone 
delineation and prediction. First we divide the 
entire farm in zones using clustering technique 
and then we apply classifying technique for yield 
prediction of each zone. In section 2 of the paper 
we discuss zone delineation with respect to 
clustering techniques, in section 3 data 
preprocessing methods (normalization, 
discretization) are explained. 

2 LITERATURE SURVEY 

2.1 Normalization 
 
The technique in which data is organized in a 
database is Normalization [2]. The process 
involves number of steps. It refactors the tables a 
table into number of smaller tables that are less 
redundant. No information is lost during the 
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process and foreign keys are defined in old tables 
that refer to the primary keys in the new ones. 
Normalization is done in order to isolate the data 
so that the changes done in the attributes of one 
table can be sent to the entire database easily. 
Creation of tables and defining the relationships 
between them is done in order to protect the data.  
 
Data normalization is a useful concept in 
organizing the data set. Without it the data system 
can become slow, inefficient and inaccurate. 
Normalization aims to organize the data into 
logical groups where every group effectively 
describes the small part of data. Also it becomes 
easy to modify the data in large database. This is 
because the change that is done is only at one 
place. Ease of access and quick manipulation of 
data is done by normalizing the date set. 
 

Zi =
xi - min(x)

max(x)- min(x)
……….(1) 

where, 
 xi= current value 
 zi=normalized value 
 x=column vector 
 
2.2 Discretization 
 
Before data-mining, often data preprocessing is 
required. (ex: normalization, discretization) 
When using data mining we usually work on large 
sets of data wherein an attribute value can vary 
over an extremely large range. It becomes 
necessary to reduce the number of values of a 
continuous attribute and divide the range into 
discrete intervals. 
 
Equal distance discretizer: 
The equal distance discretizer [3] is a simple, 
static and unsupervised method that divides the 
entire range of an attribute that has to be 
discretized into N equal intervals where the user 
specifies the value of N.  The algorithm computes 
the minimum (Vmin) and maximum (Vmax) 
values for an attribute and divides it into k parts: 
intervals=(Vmax+Vmin)/K where ‘K’ is provided 

by the user and boundaries = Vmin+( 
i * interval) for the i = 1...k-1 boundaries.  

The limitations of this method are: 
1. It is a parameterized method that requires 

input from the user.  
2. The data values are not equally distributed 

over the intervals. 
 
Equal frequency discretizer: 
Equal frequency discretizer is a static, 
unsupervised and parametric method. It finds the 
minimum and maximum value attributes and then 
arranges all the values in increasing order. It then 
divides the entire range (n values) of an attribute 
in such a way that each interval has almost the 
same number of samples (interval= n/k) [4]. Thus, 
it overcomes the shortcomings of Equal distance 
discretizer. 
 
 
 
Chi2 
The chi2 algorithm is comprised of two parts. In 
the first part, the algorithm starts with computing a 
high significance level (sigLevel) for each 
numeric attribute that has to be discretized and 
then all the attributes are sorted according to its 
sigLevel [5]. 
It then calculates the Chi^2 for every pair of 
adjoining intervals. In the second part of the 
algorithm adjacent intervals with the lowest 
Chi^2[6] values are merged. This process 
continues until Chi^2 values of all interval pairs 
exceed the parameter determined by the sigLevel. 
The entire process is repeated for decreasing 
values of sigLevel until an inconsistency rate is 
exceeded in the discretized data.                               
 

x 2 = 
 

2

1 1

2)(

i

k

j ij

ijij

E

EA
………(2) 

 
where[15], 
K = number of classes,  
Aij = number patterns in the ith interval, jth class, 
Ri = number patterns in the ith interval  
Cj = number of patterns in the jth class  
N = total number patterns  
Eij = expected frequency of Aij = Ri * Cj / N 
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Class attribute contingency coefficient 
discretization 
This discretization method is proposed by Lee et 
al [7] which is based on the concept of class 
attribute contingency coefficient. This supervised 
and top down method is very efficient as different 
attributes are considered. Discretization of 
continuous data is done by measuring the value of 
CACC. The minimum and the maximum value of 
each attribute is determined and then all the values 
of each attribute is sorted in the ascending order. 
The attributes are partitioned according to the 
maximum CACC value into intervals. 
 
2.3 Zone Delineation with respect to Clustering 
Techniques 
 
In clustering techniques, zone delineation is a vital 
aspect. It helps us understand which part of the 
land is best suited for a particular type of crop. As 
opposed to homogenous crop selection methods 
like in traditional agriculture, we can have a 
heterogeneous crop selection using zone 
delineation in precision agriculture. 
In DBSCAN and ICEAGE algorithms, the 
agricultural data attribute (k) is responsible for the 
density of the redundant cluster. 
In our data set, there are fifty-three data entities 
and if we label each entity as ‘k’, then the density 

of the cluster increases since every individual 
cluster will be one single value. However if we 
have only three clusters of approximately 
seventeen data values each, then the density of the 
cluster will be very low. 
Ideally the value of ‘k’ should be between 3 to 10. 
 
2.4 Application of Classification Over 
Individual Zone 
 

In previous papers, various classification 
algorithms are discussed. After analyzing all the 
algorithms from previous papers we came to a 
conclusion that bagging is the best algorithm for 
predicting the yield for data set used in previous 
papers. Therefore, bagging algorithm is used to 
predict the yield of crop over individual zones. 
 
3 PROPOSED MODEL 
 

 
 

Figure 1: Block diagram 
                
Step 1: Import data set 
Step 2: The variables used in the data set are 
transformed into a specific range. This brings the 
data set into a consistent state and so anomalies 
are avoided. Once the data set is normalized 
redundancy is reduced and also managing of data 
becomes easier. 
Further after refactoring is done old table are 
assigned the foreign keys that refer to the primary 
keys of the new ones. 
Step 3: Continuous data set is then discretized. We 
have used Equal Distance Discretizer, Equal 
Frequency Discretizer, Class Attribute 
Contingency Coefficient and Chi2 discretization 
techniques.  
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Step 4: Clustering is then applied to the existing 
data set. The clustering technique used is 
DBSCAN, as the analysis done in previous papers 
showed that DBSCAN has the best complexity.  
Step 5: Classification method is applied on the 
clustered data set. The classification technique 
used is bagging. Bagging is used since it was best 
suited for yield prediction as shown in previous 
papers.   
 

4 EXISTING COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS 

Figure 3: Comparison of DBSCAN and ICEAGE 
complexity 

 
From previous papers we conclude that DBSCAN 
[8] and ICEAGE [9] have the best time 
complexity. 
 
 

 

 
Figure 4 : Graphical view of accuracy parameters 

 
 
From previous papers we conclude that bagging 
[10] is the most efficient algorithm among 
REPTree [11], Neural Network [12], Random 
Forest [13] and SVM [14] since it has the least 
error deviation. 
 
5 FUTURE WORK 
 
In the future we plan to work on doing 
comparative analysis of various different 
discretization techniques and choose the best fit 
for the proposed model.  
 
6 CONCLUSION 
In this paper we studied and described a 
framework that can help us analyze and 
understand the yield of the crop for a designated 
zone based on the density of attributes. In future 
work we would fully develop a DSS that could 
provide decisions on the type of crop for each 
zone based on NPK parameters. 
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ABSTRACT 
 
Congestion control and internet network resources 
management are complex and critical issues in a 
high-speed packet switch data network, due to the 
emergence growth of modern multimedia streaming 
services. The increasing number of computer users 
in various organizations and institutions of higher 
learning have spurred a great deal of research on 
network traffic control. Network administrators are 
facing the challenges of providing efficient services 
that can satisfy user requirements. This research 
study proposed queuing algorithm based on class-
based weighted fair queue scheme to complement 
congestion. Network simulation environment are 
designed and modeled using OPNET simulation 
software in-order to overcome the limitation of the 
traditional queuing approach. Various simulations 
scenarios are conducted. Analysis comparison with 
first-in-first-out and priority queue is recorded.  
And also, various network traffics such as: HTTP, 
video conferencing and voice applications among 
others are considered. From the graphical results 
obtained clearly shows that the overall applications 
services performances optimize significantly. In 
terms of the throughput, packet loss and queuing 
delay, the algorithms performs excellently 
compared with the FIFO and priority queue. This 
paper examines the implication of queuing 
scheduling algorithms on an IP router. It also 
outlines the effectiveness of the proposed algorithm 
in managing network resources during the period of 
congestion. 

 
KEYWORDS 
 
Congestion Control, Scheduling Algorithm, 
Simulation Model, Traffic Control, OPNET 
Simulator. 

 

1 INTRODUCTION 

Internet network traffic growth rapidly, due to 
the introduction and development of modern 
multimedia application and streaming services. 
Efficient services performances are highly 
demanded for both industries and universities 
to satisfy internet user requirements. Memory 
management implemented on a buffer tried to 
avoid packets congestion. The, TCP congestion 
avoidance mechanism is not sufficient enough 
to provide better services in all circumstances. 
It uses the best effort model that only attempts 
to provide the required service without 
reliability. Admittedly, packets scheduling 
algorithms managed per flow bandwidth 
allocation for a fair and an efficient sharing of 
the network resources among various traffic 
classes and support quality of service. During 
packets transmission, queuing scheduling 
algorithm provides the minimal applications 
bandwidth guaranteed.   
 
Network resources are highly demanded among 
various traffic classes.  Advertently, real time 
applications consume much of the link 
bandwidth and buffer and starved non real time 
counterpart. Saturation of bandwidth and buffer 
degrades network performance. There is a need 
of a queuing scheduling algorithm in-order to 
complement congestion and enforce fairness in 
sharing of network resources. However, routers 
and switches use the traditional scheduling 
discipline to route traffic to the destination. In 
this study, class-based weighted fair queue 
algorithm is proposed and modeled to provide 
significant internet performance improvement.  
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Simulation-based study required a powerful 
network simulator for modeling the network 
environments and verification. According to [2] 
research study stated that simulation prevent 
over-utilization of resources and optimizes 
system performance. Among the simulation 
software available in the markets, OPNET 
modeler is the powerful application software 
oriented simulator that modeled all aspects of 
real time and distributed networks. It can serve 
as teaching tool in schools and has been widely 
used in modeling the abstracting behavior of 
real time network. It also involves in the design 
and development of various aspect of wireless 
network and data communications. 
 
 
Various researches using simulation modeling 
has been done with OPNET [8], [9] [10]. The 
research study done by [8], constructed real 
enterprises network prototype and virtual 
OPNET simulation model. Also, explore the 
practical application of the models in university 
education. In [9] paper, proposed a bandwidth 
guarantee scheme using a class-based weighted 
fair queue scheduling algorithm implemented 
on a router. The study presented clearly that 
traffic classes met their minimum bandwidth 
requirements. Similarly, according to [10], 
study on modeling the performance of SOHO 
network. An investigation was carried out, and 
analysis results revealed that links data rate 
upgrades is not economically feasible. 
Consequently, there is a need of examining the 
system under study. 
 
Rapid growth in the computer applications 
development added the complexity in network 
configuration and quality of service support.  
Limited network resources leads to the 
saturations of the buffer and bandwidth scarcity 
among traffic class. Dynamic internet access by 
different users within organizations make 
congestion controls an outstanding issue of 
consideration. Resources management and 
congestion control still remain an important 
area of study in data communication and 
distributed system.  
 
 

 
 
 
According to [1], congestion control in packet 
switching networks, become a high priority in 
network design and researches due to ever-
growing networks bandwidth and intensive 
applications. Thus, there is growing literature 
in the area, [3], [4], [5], [6], [7]. Admittedly, 
[6] of these have shown that congestion can be 
controlled at gateway through routing and 
queuing scheduling algorithm. The research 
study by [3], mentioned that priority of packets 
scheduling are based on the conditions that the 
delay sensitive real time packets as the highest 
priority and packets waiting for a specified 
time as the lowest priority. Also [5] research 
study, proposed a link-based fair aggregation 
technique for queuing scheduling at both the 
ingress and egress routers. In the [4] paper, 
simulated an analytical call admission control 
algorithm in heterogeneous wireless network. 
In the research study by [7], detailed the 
inaccuracy of the traditional traffic model like 
the Poisson’s model, under the bursty real 

network traffic condition. Hence, performance 
analysis based on these models can lead to a 
severe underestimation of packet delay or loss 
that can affect performance. As a result of that, 
the study introduces a new traffic model using 
OPNET Modeler based on hierarchical scheme 
of Bernoulli sources 
 
Dynamic changes in networks and continuous 
growth in internet applications development are 
making congestion control problems a critical 
issue. However, these potential effects have to 
be observed and address. The main causes of 
congestion control in packet-switching network 
are saturation of network resources like: 
communication links, buffers and processors 
cycles. Adverse effects of congestion degrade 
performance.  
 
In-order to overcome the immediate effects of 
congestion, we proposed a queue scheduling 
algorithm based on class-based weighted fair 
queue scheme. Discrete event simulation model 
environment are designed and developed. The 
proposed class-based weighted fair queue 
algorithm is implemented in a router.  
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Simulation scenarios results are recorded and 
analysis comparison is presented. Considering 
queuing delay, packet loss, traffic sent and 
received. Our proposed class-based weighted 
fair queuing algorithm shows performance 
improvements in comparison with the other 
traditional approach. In terms of the quality of 
service measures, the algorithm attained the 
highest level of expected throughput with low 
queuing delay. Consequently, the information 
presented in this paper examined the impacts of 
queuing scheduling algorithm in router. Also 
address the critical challenges faces by network 
administrator in sharing of network resources. 
 
 
 
2 QUEUING ALGORITHMS 
 
Emergence growth in high-speed packet switch 
network initiates the need of packet scheduling 
algorithms. Network is said to be congested 
when a link output-buffer cannot accommodate 
incoming packet. This effects, generates a long 
delay in a queue during transmission. Memory 
management aims to avoid network congestion. 
Meanwhile, packet scheduling algorithms 
monitors and control congestion. According to 
the research by [11], proposed packet queuing 
algorithm and also examines its implication in 
wireless network. Simulation results revealed 
significant performance improvement. 
 
This section discusses some of the traditional 
queuing scheduling algorithm in-order to show 
the effectiveness of our proposed algorithm. 
Also, the details explanation of the algorithm is 
presented.  
 
 
2.1 First-In-First-Out 
 
The concept behind first-in-first-out is based on 
first come first serve mechanism. Packets are 
served in the queue buffer based on their arrival 
time. Due to the priority given to the first 
packet on arrival, other traffic classes waiting 
for service gets dropped instantly. In addition, a 
flow of traffic can be starved by other flows 
that have a higher traffic, as clearly illustrated 
in figure 1 below.  

 
 
It is easy to implement and no added delay 
from the queues. Also, does not always make 
the best use of bandwidth. It is the simplest 
queuing algorithm implemented in most of the 
network routers and switches. 
 

 
 
 

Figure 1. First-in-First-Out Queue  
 
 
 
2.2 Class-Based Weighted Fair Queue  
 
This packet scheduling discipline guarantees a 
minimal bandwidth to each class of service in a 
network. It uses the scheduling techniques of 
weighted fair queuing (WFQ), for assigning 
weight to different class of service. Priority is 
given to certain classes of traffic in the router. 
This scheme enforces fairness at which specific 
bandwidth is reserved in case if some classes 
have utilized their share. Further transmission 
can be done using the available bandwidth. In 
[9] study, details of bandwidth allocation, flow 
weight assignation and calculation of packets 
virtual finish time are presented. As shown in 
figure 2 below, is the classification and 
scheduling of an incoming packet to an output 
ports. 
 

 
 

Figure 2. Class-Based Weighted Fair Queue [9] 
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2.3 General Processor Sharing  

In this scheduling technique, packets in a queue 
are served using a flow timestamp approach of 
a processor cycle [9]. Early arrival packets 
have higher priority in service than late arrival 
ones. This queuing scheme works best when 
combined with the priority queue algorithm to 
allocate internet bandwidth. It is the basis of 
which the class-based weighted fair queue 
operates. 
 

2.4 Priority Queuing  

In priority queuing scheme, flows are queued 
using the following categories: high, medium, 
normal, and low. And within each priority, 
packets are managed in a FIFO manner. During 
transmission, higher priority packets are allows 
to cut to the front of the queue. It is the basis 
for a class of queue scheduling algorithms used 
to provide the quality of service support for real 
time application. As shown in figure 3 below is 
the illustration diagram indicating an incoming 
flow of traffic from the ingress port interface to 
the different classes of queue for transmission. 
 
 

 
 

Figure 3. Priority Queue  
 

 
3 Experimental Descriptions and Simulation 

 
The simple Ethernet network is designed and 
constructed during the modeling of the class-
based weighted fair queue algorithm, first-in-
first-out and priority queue router. The network 
topological model illustrated in figure 4 below 
consists of four clients sending traffics to their 
servers via switches and routers. 
 

 
 
 In addition, all the nodes in the network are 
connected using 10 Mbps data link speed, with 
the exception of the potential bottleneck link 
between the routers A and B. Clients transmits 
HTTP, FTP, video and voice traffic to the 
HTTP & FTP server, voice and video server 
clients respectively.  
 
Each client is properly configured to provide 
the required services for each traffic classes 
using the application configuration object. The 
application profile attribute is configured to 
supports the services of the applications. In the 
model, servers are configured to supports 
various applications services. The potential 
bottleneck links between routers has been 
configured globally using the IP QoS 
configuration to supports the routing of traffic 
classes in the network. During simulation 
discrete event statistic is collected and various 
scenario graphs are generated for analysis. 
 
 

 

Figure 4. Simulation network model 
 

 
3.1 Network Configuration 
 
3.1.1 Configuring Network and Applications 
 
The HTTP application is configured to support 
the excellent effort web services model using 
the application configuration attribute object. It 
page inter-arrival time is set to exponential 60 
and constant 10 as the start time offset. Figure 
5 below gives the details of the configuration 
process. 
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Figure 5. HTTP Application Configured 
 
The file transfer protocol (FTP) is configured 
to supports the heavy load file application up-to 
5MB of size at an inter-request time of constant 
10. It also supports the best effort file services 
delivery for meeting the expected quality of 
service. As shown in the figures 6 and 7 below 
is the outline of the configuration.  
 

 
 

Figure 6.  FTP Application Configured 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 

 
 

Figure 7.  FTP Configuration Table  
 
Additionally, video conferencing application is 
configured as low resolution quality video, 
with 10 frames interval per seconds and frame 
size of 128Х120 pixels as shown in figures 8 
and 9 below. It provides support for streaming 
multimedia application services. 

 
 

 
 
Figure 8.  Video Conferencing Application Configured 

 

 
 

Figure 9. Video Conferencing Application Table 
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The profile configuration for voice application 
is shown clearly in the figures 10 and 11 below.  
In the configuration, voice have assigned pulse 
code modulation (PCM) quality speech and 
supported the interactive voice services. 
 

 
 

Figure 10. Voice Configuration Table 
 
 

 
 

Figure 11. Voice Application Configured 
 
 
 

4. SIMULATION RESULTS 
 

Various simulations scenarios are analyzed 
under the constructed discrete event simulation 
environment. The graphical scenarios results 
have been taken and also examined. Moreover, 
significant performance improvements are 
recorded.  

 
 
In terms of throughput, delay and packets loss, 
our proposed algorithm performs efficiently 
over the selected traditional scheduling 
algorithm. And also the available network 
resources are utilized effectively. In the packet 
dropped graph shown in the figure 12 below, 
indicated clearly that the algorithm has the least 
probability of dropping packets in the network. 
As represented by the blue line, the number of 
packets drop in a second is uniform throughout 
the simulation in comparison with red and 
green line for the first-in-first-out and priority 
queue. This gives an outstanding detail about 
the efficient performance of our proposed 
scheme during successful packet transmission 
in a network. 
 
 

 
 

Figure 12. IP Traffic dropped in packet/second 
 
As depicted in the figures 13 and 14 below is 
the packets end to end delay in second for 
video and voice traffic. On arrival packet have 
experienced the maximum queuing delay when 
encounter a packet receiving service at the head 
of its queue. From the graphs, CBWFQ packet 
represented by the blue dotted line has minimal 
delay compared to PQ and FIFO respectively. 
Consequently, the algorithm work best in 
transmitting a packet from source to destination 
in a network. 
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Figure 13. Video Conferencing Packets ETE 
 
 

 
 

Figure 14. Voice Packets ETE Delay (sec) 
 

 
 

 

 
 

Figure 15. Voice Traffic Received 
 

 

 
 

Figure 16. Voice Traffic Sent 
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4 CONCLUSION 
 
The detailed implementation of the class-based 
weighted fair queue with the first-in-first-out 
and priority queue using OPNET simulator is 
fully outlines. The fundamental use of the 
packet scheduling algorithm in the transmission 
of packet and managing of network resources is 
examines. Moreover, simulations experiments 
are conducted and also scenarios are generated. 
Simulations results are studied and analyzed. 
The effectiveness of the proposed algorithm in 
terms of packet loss, throughput and bandwidth 
utilization is clearly illustrated. And also, the 
optimal performance improvement attained is 
recorded, that shows the efficiency of the 
proposed algorithm over the selected traditional 
scheduling mechanism.  The study contributed 
immensely in benefitting an organization and 
industries to manage their internet network 
resources and provides the efficient services 
required by the users. 
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ABSTRACT 
 
Today, cloud networking which is the ability to 
connect users with their cloud services and to 
interconnect these services in an inter-cloud approach, 
is one of the recent research areas within the cloud 
computing research communities. The main drawback 
of cloud networking consists in the lack of Quality of 
Service (QoS) guarantee and management in 
conformance with a corresponding Service Level 
Agreement. In this paper, a framework is proposed for 
resource allocation according to an end-to-end service 
level agreement established between a Cloud Service 
User and several Cloud Service Providers within a 
cloud networking environment. The paper focuses on 
QoS parameters for NaaS and IaaS services. In 
addition, several algorithms are proposed for the best 
Cloud Service Providers selection to allocate VMs and 
network resources within a Broker and a Federation 
based inter-cloud scenarios. The objective is to 
minimize the total cost while satisfying NaaS and IaaS 
QoS constraints. Moreover, the proposed cloud 
networking architecture is used to provide 
videoconferencing and intensive computing 
applications with QoS guarantee. The corresponding 
scenarios are simulated using an extended CloudSim 
toolkit. The results reveal a high scalability and good 
performances where the Broker architecture is the most 
interesting while ensuring QoS requirements. 
 
KEYWORDS 
 
Cloud Networking, Inter-cloud, Service Level 
Agreement, Quality of Service, Optimization, 
Broker/Federation. 
 
1 INTRODUCTION 
 
Cloud computing is a promising technology for 
the realization of large, scalable and on-demand 
computing infrastructures. Many enterprises are 
adopting this technology to achieve high 

performance and scalability for their applications 
while maintaining low cost. In addition, a Cloud 
Service User (CSU) that can be an end-user, an 
organization, a Software as a Service (SaaS) 
provider, or a Platform as a Service (PaaS) 
provider, requires for its services an end-to-end 
QoS assurance with a high level reliability and a 
continued availability. Moreover, cloud computing 
success requires that CSUs and Cloud Service 
Providers (CSPs) can be confident that established 
SLAs are supporting their respective business 
activities to their best extent.  
However, a Service Level Agreement (SLA) may 
be violated when using a single cloud provider 
model due to an unpredictable workload, resource 
failure in the data centre [1] and security attack on 
cloud resources [2]. Thus, inter-cloud systems are 
unavoidable as it is very difficult for a single CSP 
to satisfy its customer requirements. Therefore, 
geographically distributed Data Centers offer 
better end-to-end performance between CSU and 
CSP and improve reliability when failure occurs. 
Moreover, the inter-cloud should be designed as a 
multi-vendor environment with the ability to 
migrate services from one provider to another and 
to locate the best resources not only in terms of 
computing capacity and storage, but also 
connectivity, bandwidth and delay. Thus, the 
networking aspect of cloud computing is a critical 
factor for adopting this approach.  
In this context, cloud networking is defined as the 
ability to connect the user to his cloud services 
and interconnect services within an inter-cloud. It 
is one of the recent research areas in the cloud 
computing research communities. However, to 
achieve the cloud networking model, there are a 
number of open issues, such as the formality of a 
language for SLA description between CSUs and 
CSPs, the interoperability of data formats, and 
communication using standard interfaces [3]. In 
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addition, there are major challenges on how to 
establish an SLA in cloud networking and how to 
select the best CSPs for resource allocation based 
on the SLA and QoS requirements [4]. 
Moreover, in order to allow a cost-effective 
scaling and best performance of videoconference 
and intensive computing systems, the use of cloud 
computing resources appears as a natural 
approach, since they provide pay for use and on 
demand resources [5]. Therefore, CSPs must 
provide these services with QoS guarantee and 
lower cost according to an established SLA. 
In this paper, a framework is proposed for 
resource allocation in conformance with an end-
to-end SLA in a cloud networking environment. 
Two cloud networking architectures are specified, 
a Broker and a Federation based inter-cloud 
architectures. Then, the paper describes the SLA 
establishment and the best CSPs selection using 
optimization algorithms under QoS constraints 
while minimizing the cost objective. In addition, 
the paper describes how videoconferencing and 
intensive computing applications could take full 
advantage of the proposed framework. 
The remainder of this paper is organized as 
follows: Section 2 presents a brief overview on the 
state of the art for cloud computing and 
networking. Section 3 highlights the most relevant 
research works and trends in this area. Section 4 
describes the proposed architectures and 
algorithms for resource allocation and establishing 
an end-to-end SLA in a cloud networking 
environment. Section 5 presents usage cases and 
the framework evaluation. Lastly, Section 6 
concludes the paper. 
 
2 STATE OF THE ART 
 
2.1 Cloud Computing 
 
In 2011, the NIST [6] defined cloud computing as 
a model for enabling ubiquitous, convenient, on-
demand network access to a shared pool of 
configurable computing resources (e.g., networks, 
servers, storage, applications and services) that 
can be rapidly provisioned and released with 
minimal management effort or service provider 
interaction. This model consists of five 
characteristics: on-demand self-service, broad 

network access, resource pooling, rapid elasticity, 
and measured service. It contains four deployment 
models: private cloud, community cloud, public 
cloud, and hybrid cloud. It consists of three 
service models: SaaS, PaaS, and Infrastructure as 
a Service (IaaS). 
IaaS consists of a large number of computing and 
storage resources that are connected with each 
other through the Data Center network. It is 
completely abstracted from the hardware below 
and allows users to use the infrastructure as a 
service without worrying about the underlying 
complexities. In addition, most IaaS cloud 
providers offer a set of general-purpose Virtual 
Machine (VM) classes with generic resource 
configurations. For example, Amazon EC2 [7] 
supports 11 types of VMs, each one with different 
characteristics.  
 
2.2 Cloud Networking 
 
The term cloud networking is introduced in a 
multi-administrative domain scenario, where 
network and Data Center domains must interact 
through defined interfaces to provide a service to 
CSU [8]. Cloud networking extends network 
virtualization beyond the Data Center to bring two 
new aspects to cloud computing, connecting the 
user to services in the cloud and interconnecting 
services that are geographically distributed across 
cloud infrastructures. Hence, there are three kinds 
of networks in cloud environment [9]: 
1) Intra-cloud network: this network connects 
local cloud infrastructures. It concerns network 
resources between servers and storage systems. 
2) Core transport network (WAN/MAN): this kind 
of network can be used by customers to access and 
consume cloud services deployed within the cloud 
provider's Data Centers. 
3) Inter-cloud network: it can be used to 
interconnect cloud infrastructures together. These 
cloud infrastructures may be owned by the same 
cloud provider or by different ones. 
Cloud networking services that provide network 
connectivity in the three kinds of networks 
described above are named Network as a Service 
(NaaS) [33]. It is difficult to guarantee the QoS of 
data transfer in cloud networking. The most 
convenient solution is to differentiate the 
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treatment of different kinds of information while 
using enough bandwidth in such environment. 
This bandwidth is generally provided by a 
network operator. In addition, it is offered on 
demand by NaaS services. Bandwidth on Demand 
(BoD) is the ability to perform on-demand 
changes (increase, decrease) and instant 
provisioning of bandwidth on particular links via 
standardized interfaces. The NaaS BoD QoS 
guarantee could be provided thanks to the 
establishment of an end-to-end SLA between 
CSUs and CSPs [9]. It provides a cost effective 
solution for QoS guarantee. 
 
2.3 Inter-Cloud 
 
Inter-cloud computing allows on-demand 
assignment of cloud resources, including 
computing, storage and network, and the transfer 
of workload through interworking of cloud 
systems [9]. The communication between different 
clouds is established through the cloud networking 
that can provide a NaaS (BoD) service. CSPs can 
interwork in different manners [9]: 
1) Inter-cloud peering (P2P): it is a direct inter-
connection between two CSPs using already-
established interfaces. 
2) Inter-cloud Service Broker (ISB): it provides an 
indirect interconnection between two or more 
CSPs and Brokering services to CSUs or CSPs. It 
manages the performance, security and delivery of 
cloud services. 
3) Inter-cloud Federation: it provides an alliance 
among several CSPs in which mutually trusted 
clouds join together logically through agreed-upon 
interfaces. It allows CSPs to search and reserve 
available resources in other CSPs, based on 
different service levels, in order to avoid SLA 
violations. 
 
3 RELATED WORKS 
 
From standardization perspective, IEEE Cloud 
Computing [10] formed the Inter-Cloud Working 
Group (ICWG). It announced the launch of two 
new standards development projects in April 
2011: P2301 [11], a guide for Cloud Portability 
and Interoperability Profiles (CPIP) and P2302 
[12], a Standard for Intercloud Interoperability and 

Federation (SIIF). Open Grid Forum (OGF) is 
active in the definition of the Open Cloud 
Computing Interface (OCCI) [13] for the 
interoperability between clouds. Global Inter-
Cloud Technology Forum (GICTF) [14] studies 
the standard Inter-Cloud interfaces to improve the 
reliability of the Clouds, and presents SLA metrics 
for Inter-Cloud environments. IBM presented in 
2011 CloudNaaS [15], a cloud networking 
platform for enterprise applications. However, the 
proposed research work develops a cloud 
networking framework and aims to enable 
communications between, not only CSPs Data 
Centers (DC), but also CSU, CSPs (DC) and CSPs 
(BoD). In addition, this communication is through 
agreed-upon interfaces. For that purpose, Web 
Services standard technologies will be used. 
Furthermore, there are many related research 
works concerning QoS within cloud environments 
[16–18], but the QoS mentioned in these works 
concerns SaaS, PaaS or IaaS and do not consider 
NaaS services. Moreover, most of the current 
CSPs are limited to the resources availability 
guarantee and do not take into account many other 
important QoS parameters such as latency and 
bandwidth [19]. Yanzhi et al. [20] consider the 
problem of resource allocation and the 
corresponding cost under an established SLA. 
However, they do not consider either the inter-
cloud approach or the NaaS QoS parameters. 
In addition, several research projects present SLA 
for cloud computing without considering the cloud 
networking aspect: the project Mycloud [3] 
proposes Cloud Service Level Agreement (CSLA) 
and Patel et al. [21] propose to use Web Service 
Level Agreement (WSLA) [22] in a cloud 
computing. The research project Scalable & 
Adaptive Internet Solutions (SAIL) [23] describes 
a cloud networking architecture and focuses on 
security, but it does not consider the QoS 
guarantee and the corresponding SLA. Faniyi et 
al. [24] present the design of a cloud architecture 
enabling the coordination of cloud Federation 
entities to meet cloud users' SLA terms. However, 
they do not consider either the Broker case or the 
NaaS QoS parameters. Finally, several recent 
research works on cloud multimedia streaming 
services [25–29] consider only QoS parameters 
without establishing the corresponding SLA. 
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Therefore, this paper considers IaaS and NaaS 
services, QoS attributes and an SLA for cloud 
networking environment based on inter-Cloud 
Broker and Federation architecture. 
 
4 PROPOSED CLOUD NETWORKING 
ARCHITECTURE 
 
In order to deliver the service level expected by 
CSU, the proper design and construction of a 
cloud networking architecture is very critical. 
Therefore, two architectures are designed, the first 
one is based on inter-Cloud Broker (Fig. 1) and 
the second is based on inter-cloud Federation (Fig. 
6). An environment with multiple CSPs 
interconnected together is assumed. Within these 
cloud networking architectures, consistency must 
be ensured between the QoS requirements 
requested by the CSU, and the SLA proposed by 
CSPs to allow multiple CSPs collaboration to 
meet the CSU requirements. These architectures 
will be validated for two different services: cloud 
videoconference and intensive computing as 
described in Section 5. 
 
4.1 Cloud Networking Broker Architecture 
 

 

Figure 1.  Cloud Networking Broker Architecture. 

In the first proposed architecture (Fig. 1), the 
Cloud Broker is emerged as an intermediate entity 
between a CSU and CSPs to help the establishing 
of a service level that meets the CSU requirements 

and to simplify secure integration and lower prices 
for CSU. In addition, it allows organizations to 
consume a portfolio of cloud services which are 
well integrated and offered under a single global 
SLA and unified billing. Two kinds of CSPs are 
specified, the CSP (BoD) providing NaaS (BoD) 
service and the CSP (DC) providing IaaS (Virtual 
Machine and storage resources) and NaaS 
(network Data Center resources) services. The 
CSP (DC) can offer resources from one or several 
DCs. Moreover, CSPs can offer different service 
levels (Platinum, Gold, Silver, and Bronze) with 
different QoS parameters guarantee and cost. 
 
4.1.1 SLA Specification and Description 
 
In the proposed cloud networking Broker 
architecture, a Service Level Agreement (SLA) is 
a contract between a CSU and a Cloud Broker or 
between a Cloud Broker and a CSP. It contains 
different QoS guarantees offered by CSP and 
required by CSU. The SLA can be structured by: 
SLA Identifier, Validity Period, Obliged Parties, 
Service Identification, Guarantees offered on the 
Services, and Business Attributes (cost, violation 
and penalties). 
Furthermore, based on “Pay as you go” cloud 

characteristic, the proposed SLA must identify 
service level guarantees for all QoS requirements 
in a cloud networking environment and the CSU 
pays as it uses. Therefore, in the cloud networking 
Broker architecture three types of SLA are 
proposed and constructed using the XML 
language for interoperability and portability: 
a) inter-cloud Service Level Agreement (iSLA): it 
is a contract between a CSU and a Cloud Broker 
(ISB: Inter-cloud Service Broker). It guarantees 
QoS for NaaS (BoD and/or DC) services and/or 
QoS for IaaS (VMs and/or storage) services. The 
most important attributes of an iSLA are shown in 
Figure 2. Business attributes define the unit cost of 
VMs, storage and bandwidth resources then the 
CSU is charged based on its use. The monitoring 
interval time is used to calculate the penalties in 
case of violation. In addition, Figure 3 specifies 
the IaaS and NaaS QoS parameters corresponding 
to the Service Performance Guarantees attribute 
within the iSLA. Each parameter can be 
quantitative or qualitative. 
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Figure 2.  iSLA XML Schema (XSD representation). 

 

Figure 3.  IaaS and NaaS performance guarantees attribute XML Schema. 
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b) BoD inter-cloud Service Level Agreement 
(B_iSLA): it is a contract between a Cloud Broker 
and CSP (BoD) interconnecting CSU sites or 
connecting CSU sites to CSP (DC). Its structure 
looks like the iSLA structure. However, it 
guarantees only QoS for NaaS (BoD) services. 
Furthermore, service performance guarantees 
attribute contains only quantitative NaaS QoS 
parameters and business attributes contain only the 
bandwidth unit cost. 
c) Datacenter inter-cloud Service Level 
Agreement (D_iSLA): it is a contract between a 
Cloud Broker (ISB) and a CSP (DC) for NaaS 
and/or IaaS services. Its structure looks like the 
iSLA structure. However, IaaS and NaaS QoS 
parameters in service performance guarantees are 
quantitative. 
 
4.1.2 Interaction between Entities 
 

 

Figure 4.  MSC for Inter-Cloud Broker. 

To achieve an end-to-end SLA, several 
interactions exist between CSU, Cloud Broker and 
CSPs (Fig. 4). At first, CSPs (DC/BoD) describe 
IaaS and/or NaaS services for their available 
resources with different service levels. Then, CSPs 
send periodically this information to the Cloud 
Broker using an XML based Web Service 
interface for interoperability and portability. 
However, if important changes occur within these 
CSPs, they send these changes immediately to the 
Cloud Broker. In addition, each entity (Broker or 
CSP) has a repository that contains information 
about resources and the corresponding service 
levels. IaaS services consist on VMs and storage 

capacities with QoS guarantees. Each VM has a 
specific type (Platinum, Gold, Silver, or Bronze) 
that defines its characteristics. These 
characteristics concern hypervisor type, CPU 
computing capacity, CPU number, RAM capacity, 
and memory capacity. However, NaaS services 
consist on the BoD with QoS guarantee. 
Another interaction concerns the CSU that uses a 
proposed Graphical User Interface (GUI) to 
specify requested services and QoS requirements 
(Fig. 5). The CSU specifies sites number, their 
distributions at different areas using IP addresses 
and their destination sites. Moreover, it provides 
the Cloud Broker with its application and service 
type (NaaS and/or IaaS services) as well as the 
corresponding QoS parameters (quantitative or 
qualitative) and weights that can be normalized 
afterward. Furthermore, for IaaS services, it can 
specify its different job lengths, VMs numbers 
and/or storage capacity. 
Then, the CSU sends these service requirements to 
the Cloud Broker to construct an iSLA. The Cloud 
Broker consults its repository and compares the 
CSU requirements with the different services and 
corresponding service levels offered by CSPs to 
select the appropriate CSPs that meet the CSU 
QoS requirements (see Sec. 4.3). Afterward, the 
Cloud Broker sends a request to establish a 
D_iSLA and a B_iSLA with respectively selected 
CSPs (DC) and CSPs (BoD). The concerned CSPs 
(DC) reserve and configure VM, storage capacity 
and network resources to deliver IaaS and NaaS 
services, and the concerned CSPs (BoD) reserve 
and configure network resources to deliver NaaS 
(BoD) service. Then, they update their repository 
with these changes and send confirmation to 
Cloud Broker. Finally, the Cloud Broker updates 
its repository with these changes and establishes 
the iSLA with the CSU. 
 
4.2 Cloud Networking Federation Architecture 
 
In the second proposed architecture (Fig. 6), the 
federation provides an alliance among several 
CSPs (DC/BoD) collaborating together to help the 
establishing of a service level that meets the CSU 
requirements. In addition, CSPs provide IaaS 
and/or NaaS services with different service levels. 
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Figure 5.  GUI for CSU Preferences. 

 

Figure 6.  Cloud Networking Federation Architecture. 

NaaS services concern network Data Center 
resources that connect local IaaS resources or 
concern BoD resources. IaaS services concern 

VMs and storage resources. Note that the CSU is 
associated to a Lead CSP (DC) (CSPL). 
 
4.2.1 SLA specification and description 
 
In the cloud networking Federation architecture, 
the same three types of SLA are proposed and the 
corresponding XML schema representation. 
However, the iSLA is a contract between CSU and 
CSPL, the D_iSLA is a contract between CSPL and 
CSP (DC), and the B_iSLA is a contract between 
CSP (DC) and CSP (BoD) that enable CSU sites 
to reach the considered CSP (DC). 
 
4.2.2 Interaction between entities 
 
The interaction between CSU, CSPL and CSPs is 
described in Figure 7. At first, the CSU sends 
service requirements to the CSPL to construct an 
iSLA while specifying a service level that contains 
QoS parameters for IaaS with/without NaaS 
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services using the proposed GUI (Fig. 5). The 
CSPL contacts CSPs (BoD) that enable CSU sites 
to reach it, in order to receive their available 
resources for NaaS (BoD) services with different 
service levels. Then, it selects the best CSPs 
(BoD) that enable CSU sites to reach it (see Sec. 
4.3.2). In addition, it consults its repository to 
identify its available resources with their different 
service levels. As a consequence the following 
scenarios are identified: 
a) Scenario 1: in this scenario, the CSPL has 
available resources that meet the CSU 
requirements. Therefore, the CSPL selects its best 
IaaS resources (see Sec. 4.3.3) and sends a request 
to establish a B_iSLA with selected CSPs (BoD). 
Next, the CSPL reserves and configures VMs, 
storage and network resources to deliver IaaS 
with/without NaaS services. 
 

 

Figure 7.  MSC for Inter-Cloud Federation Scenarios. 

b) Scenario 2: in this scenario, the CSPL has not 
sufficient resources. Therefore, it allocates its 
available resources, calculates the remaining 
resources and contacts other CSPs (DC) in the 

federation to get their available resources. In 
addition, CSPs (DC) contact CSPs (BoD) that 
enable CSU sites to reach them, in order to request 
available NaaS (BoD) resources with different 
service levels. Then, they select the best CSPs 
(BoD) (see Sec. 4.3.2) and send the corresponding 
IaaS and NaaS services for available resources 
with different service levels to the CSPL. The 
latter selects the best CSPs that meet CSU QoS 
requirements for IaaS with/without NaaS services 
(see Sec. 4.3.3). Next, the CSPL sends a request to 
establish a D_iSLA with every selected CSP (DC). 
The CSPL and every selected CSP (DC) establish 
a B_iSLA with the best CSPs (BoD) that enable 
the CSU to reach them. Thus, the CSPL and the 
concerned CSPs (DC) reserve and configure VM, 
storage and/or network resources to deliver IaaS 
with/without NaaS services. Finally, after these 
scenarios, the concerned CSPs (BoD) reserve and 
configure network resources to deliver NaaS 
(BoD) service with QoS guarantee if requested by 
the CSU, and the CSPL establishes the iSLA with 
the CSU. 
 
4.3 CSPs Selection and QoS Splitting 
 
In general, the CSU requests IaaS and/or NaaS 
services to run specific applications with QoS 
guarantee for its different sites using Brokerage or 
Federation services. However, this paper considers 
that the CSU requests IaaS services with or 
without NaaS services. Therefore, the following 
sections present the problem statement and 
proposed algorithms that ensure the best CSPs 
(DC) selection offering IaaS resources with the 
best path selection (CSPs (BoD) and CSP (DC) 
network) between CSU sites and selected CSPs 
(DC). Notations are described in Table 1. 

Table 1.  Notations. 

Symbol Meaning 
Q, Q1, Q2, Q3, 
T, T1, T2 

Temporary sets 

T3[] Table of temporary sets 

minc, flag Local variables 

L, J, P, BW, A, 
RT 

Latency (ms), Jitter (ms), Packet Loss 
Ratio (%), Bandwidth (Mb/s), 
Availability (%), Response Time (ms) 
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Symbol Meaning 
S = {s1,…,sm}, Set of CSU sites 

m 
Number of CSU sites that consume 
IaaS/NaaS services from CSPs 

si i-th CSU site in S 

ssr, sd Source site, destination site 

C = {c1,…,cn}, Set of CSPs Data Centers 

n Number of CSPs Data Centers 

cj j-th CSP Data Center in C 

Rij 
= {r1,…,rK}, Set of CSPs network routes 
between  si and sj 

K 
Number of CSPs network routes between 
si and sj 

rk 
= [b1,…,bzk], k-th route in Rij, List of 
CSPs (BoD) 

zk 
Number of particular CSPs (BoD) 
forming the route rk 

bi 
i-th CSP (BoD) offering NaaS services 
with different service levels 

SLk 
= {sl1k,…,slXk}, Set of service levels 
combination of traffic offered by rk 

Xk Number of service level combination in rk 

slxk x-th service level combination in SLk 

costxk Cost unit of slxk ($ per GB) 

Costt 
Total cost of selected routes for all sites 
for a specific CSP (DC) 

IVM 
={[Jlu1, nbVu1],…, [JluD, nbVuD]}, User 
VM Requirement 

Jlud 
d-th User job length (Instructions) and 
key of IVM Hash table 

nbVud 
Required User VM number, value of IVM 
Hash table, =IVM[Jlud] 

D 
Number of different Jlu required by the 
CSU 

VTj ={vt1,…,vtN}, Set of VM Types in cj  

N Number of VM Types 

vtij i-th VM type in VTj 

VCaij VM Computing Capacity of vtij (GHz) 

nbVcij Available number of vtij  

RTij 
Response Time of vtij corresponding to a 
particular Jlud 

Aij(VM) Availability of vtij  

VM_costij Cost unit of vtij ($ per hour) 

 
4.3.1 Problem Statement: Constraint Optimization 
Problem 
 
The selection of the best CSPs according to QoS 
splitting for a given iSLA is a multi-objective 
constraint optimization problem (QoS offered, 

total cost, etc.). This problem becomes important 
and challenging as the number of functionally 
equivalent services offered by CSPs at different 
QoS levels increases. 
The goal is to minimize the cost subject to QoS 
Constraints (2) to (13). A feasible and an optimal 
CSPs selection must be ensured. A feasible 
selection means that aggregated QoS values from 
selected CSPs satisfy the CSU QoS requirements 
(Constraints (2) to (13)). Then, an optimal 
selection is considered as the feasible selection 
that minimizes the overall cost value (Alg. 1 and 
Alg. 2). However, if there is the same minimum 
cost for different offers, the goal becomes to 
maximize a utility function (1) for these offers to 
select the optimal one using different normalized 
weights wi assigned by the CSU for each i-th QoS 
parameter based on its importance and the type of 
application. 
 
f(sl) = i=1q(wi   Uri-Uoi  / Uri), where i wi =1   

(1) 
Uri is the value of i-th QoS parameter requested 
by the CSU and Uoi is the i-th QoS parameter 
aggregated value for a CSP service level offer (sl) 
whereas q is the number of QoS parameters. 
Therefore, due to the fact that all selections are 
feasible and to the usage of the absolute value, the 
highest utility functions value indicates the best 
offer. Indeed, an estimated end-to-end value of a 
QoS attribute can be computed by aggregating the 
corresponding values of QoS attributes offered by 
CSPs. In this model, three types of QoS 
aggregation functions are considered: summation 
(), product () and minimum (min) relation. 
 
4.3.2 Optimization and Path Selection Algorithm 
 
The CSU requests services to run applications in 
two manners. In the first one, the application 
communicates Site-to-DC then DC-to-Site 
(Site/Site); for example, videoconferencing 
communication between sites using IaaS resources 
or intensive computing workflows executed by 
IaaS resources within a DC for a specific site. The 
second kind of communication can be Site-to-DC 
or DC to-Site (Site/DC); for example, storing data 
in the cloud (DC) or using a Video on Demand 
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(VoD) service stored in the cloud (DC). The 
Cloud Broker in Broker architecture or the CSPL 
(scenario 1) with other CSPs (DC) (scenario 2) in 
Federation architecture select the best CSPs (BoD) 
in terms of minimal cost and QoS guarantee using 
a proposed optimization and path selection 
algorithm (Alg. 1), subject to NaaS QoS 
parameters Constraints (2) to (6) for Site/Site 
scenario and Constraints (7) to (11) for Site/DC 
scenario when the CSU requests IaaS with NaaS 
QoS guarantee, or subject to minimal cost in IaaS 
case only. In addition, in case of IaaS with NaaS 
QoS guarantee, the algorithm uses the utility 
function (see Sec. 4.3.1) with only NaaS QoS 
parameters. 
At first, according to Algorithm 1, the Cloud 
Broker or the CSPL with/ without other CSP (DC) 
calculate and sort in ascending order the cost of 
different service levels combinations offered by 
CSPs (BoD) for each route between a site s and a 
specific CSP (DC) cj. Then, if the CSU requests 
IaaS without NaaS services, the Cloud Broker or 
the CSPL with/without other CSP (DC) select a 
route with a minimal cost between a site s and cj 
(Site/DC) or between a source site (ssr) and a 
destination site (sd) traversing cj (Site/Site). 
However, if the CSU requests IaaS with NaaS 
services, the Cloud Broker or the CSPL 
with/without other CSP (DC) calculate and sort in 
descending order the utility function value of 
different offers that have the minimal route cost 
between s and cj (Site/DC) or between ssr and sd 
traversing cj (Site/Site), while guaranteeing the 
CSU QoS requirements (Constraints (2) to (6) for 
Site/Site and Constraints (7) to (11) for Site/DC). 
Then, they select the route corresponding to the 
minimal cost with maximal utility function value. 
Finally, when the Cloud Broker or the CSPL 
with/without other CSP (DC) do not find a route 
that meets the CSU requirements, they return null. 
However, if all sites have routes, they propose the 
selected routes with the total cost. 
 
L(iSLA)  i1=1zk1L(bi1) + 2  L(cj) +  
                       i2=1zk2L(bi2)    (2) 
 
J(iSLA)  i1=1zk1J(bi1) + 2  J(cj) +  
                      i2=1zk2J(bi2)    (3) 

P(iSLA)  1  i1=1zk1(1  P(bi1))  (1  P(cj))2   
                  i2=1zk2(1  P(bi2))   (4) 
 
BW(iSLA)  min( mini1=1zk1(BW(bi1)), BW(cj),  
                      mini2=1zk2(BW(bi2)))   (5) 
 
ANaaS(iSLA)  min( mini1=1zk1(A(bi1)), A(cj),  
                         mini2=1zk2(A(bi2)))   (6) 
 
where bi1  rk1, bi2  rk2 and rk1 is the route 
between ssr and cj whereas rk2 is the route between 
cj and sd. 
 

 L(iSLA)  i=1zkL(bi) + L(cj)  (7) 
 

 J(iSLA)  i=1zkJ(bi) + J(cj)  (8) 
 
P(iSLA)  1i=1zk(1  P(bi))  (1  P(cj)) (9) 
 
BW(iSLA)  min(mini=1zk(BW(bi)),BW(cj)) (10) 
 
ANaaS(iSLA)  min(mini=1zk(A(bi)), A(cj))  (11) 
 
where bi  rk and rk is the route between s and cj. 
 
Algorithm 1 Best path selection between 
CSU Sites and a specific CSP (DC) cj 
[Get_suitable_Sites_routes(S, cj)] 

1:    for each s  S do 

2:       Rsc  Get_routes_between(s, cj) 
3:       for each rk  Rsc do 

4:          for each slxk  SLk do 
5:          T3[s].Enqueue(rk, slxk, costxk) 
6:          end for 
7:       end for 
8:    T3[s].sorting_ascending_order(cost) 
9:    end for 

10:   for each ssr and/or sd  S do 
11:      if IaaS without NaaS then 
12:         if Site/DC then 
13:         T.Enqueue(T3[ssr].Dequeue(),0)  
14:       //0 means No NaaS QoS guarantee 
15:         else if Site/Site then 

16:   {rk1,slxk1,costxk1} T3[ssr].Dequeue()  

17:   {rk2,slxk2,costxk2} T3[sd].Dequeue() 
18:       //offers with the minimal cost 
19:           T.Enqueue(rk1.rk2,slxk1.slxk2, 
20:                   costxk1 + costxk2, 0) 
21:// the symbol . is used as 
concatenation 
22:         end if           
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23:      else if IaaS with NaaS then 
24:         if Site/DC then 

25:         while T3[ssr] && flag1==0 do 

26:    {rk,slxk,costxk} T3[ssr].Dequeue() 
27:            if Constraints(7)to(11)are 
28:            met with rk, slxk  then 
29:               flag1=1 
30:       T.Enqueue(rk,slxk,costxk,f(slxk)) 

31:         while T3[ssr] && flag2==0 do 

32:    {rj,slxj,costxj} T3[ssr].Dequeue() 
33:            if costxk == costxj then 
34:              if Constraints(7)to(11) 
35:              are met with rj,slxj then 
36:       T.Enqueue(rj,slxj,costxj,f(slxj)) 
37:               end if 
38:            else 
39:               flag2=1 
40:            end if 
41:          end while 
42:     T.sorting_descending_order(f(sl)) 
43:         end if 
44:        end while 
45:       else if Site/Site then 
46:         minc = T3[ssr].get_max_cost()+ 
47: T3[sd].get_max_cost()//initialization 
48:         while T3[ssr]   do 

49:           T1 T3[sd] 

50:   {rk1,slxk1,costxk1} T3[ssr].Dequeue() 
51:            while T1  && flag1==0 do 

52:       {rk2,slxk2,costxk2} T1.Dequeue() 
53:               if Constraints(2)to(6) 
54:          are met with rk1 and rk2 then 
55:                flag1=1 
56:       if minc == costxk1 + costxk2 then 
57:           T.Enqueue(rk1.rk2,slxk1.slxk2,  
58:                    minc,f(slxk1.slxk2)) 

59:           while T1   && flag2==0 do 

60:         {rj,slxj,costxj} T1.Dequeue() 
61:            if costxk1 == costxj then 
62:              if constraints(2)to(6) 
63:           are met with rk1 and rj then 
64:            T.Enqueue(rk1.rj,slxk1.slxj,  
65:                     minc,f(slxk1.slxj)) 
66:              end if 
67:            else 
68:               flag2=1 
69:            end if 
70:           end while 

71:   else if minc  costxk1 + costxk2 then 

72:           T   
73:           minc =  costxk1 + costxk2 
74:           T.Enqueue(rk1.rk2,slxk1.slxk2, 
75:                     minc,f(slx1.slxk2)) 

76:             while T1 && flag2==0 do 

77:         {rj,slxj,costxj} T1.Dequeue() 

78:              if costxk1 == costxj then 
79:                if constraints(2)to(6) 
80:           are met with rk1 and rk then 
81:            T.Enqueue(rk1.rj,slxk1.slxj, 
82:                     minc,f(slxk1.slxj)) 
83:                              end if 
84:                           else 
85:                              flag2=1 
86:                           end if 
87:                        end while 
88:                     end if 
89:                  end if 
90:               end while  
91:            end while  
92:     T.sorting_descending_order(f(sl)) 
93:         end if 
94:      end if 

95:      if T   then 

96:    {rk,slx,costxk,f(sl)} T.Dequeue() 
97:         Costt = Costt + costxk 
98:        Q.Enqueue(ssr,sd,rk,slxk,costxk) 
99:      else 

100:       return  
101:    end if 
102: end for 
103: Q.Enqueue(Costt)//add the total cost 
104: return Q 

 
4.3.3 Optimization and Resource Selection 
Algorithm 
 
When the CSU requests IaaS with/without NaaS 
services, it interacts with the Cloud Broker or the 
CSPL specifying its requirements using the 
proposed GUI. Then, the Cloud Broker or the 
CSPL selects the best CSP resources in terms of 
minimal cost and QoS guarantee using a proposed 
optimization and resource selection algorithm 
(Alg. 2) subject to IaaS QoS parameters splitting 
Constraints (12) and (13). In this algorithm, the 
utility function uses IaaS with/without NaaS QoS 
parameters according to the CSU requirements. 
Note that Algorithm 1 is reused within Algorithm 
2. 
At first, using Algorithm 1, the Cloud Broker in 
Broker architecture gets the best routes between 
CSU sites and each CSP (DC) cj, or only the CSPL 
(scenario 1) with other CSPs (DC) (scenario 2) in 
Federation scenario get the best routes between 
CSU sites and themselves. Furthermore, the Cloud 
Broker or the CSPL calculates and sorts in 
ascending order the cost of VM types that meet 
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the CSU requirements (Constraint (12) and (13)) 
while taking into account the best routes cost (Alg. 
1). Then, it calculates and sorts in descending 
order the utility function values of different offers 
that have the same global cost. Note that, in 
Federation architecture, when the CSPL calculates 
its resources, C (set of CSPs Data Centers) used in 
Algorithm 1 contains only the CSPL Data Centers. 
However, when the CSPL calculates resources in 
other CSPs, C contains all CSPs Data Centers 
without CSPL Data Centers. Finally, if the Cloud 
Broker or the CSPL does not find CSPs that meet 
the CSU requirements, it releases allocated 
resources and it rejects the user request. However, 
if all CSU requirements are met, it allocates the 
best VM resources and routes, accepts user 
request, and establishes iSLA with the CSU, and 
B_iSLA and D_iSLA with selected CSPs. 
 
  RT(iSLA) RTij    (12) 
 
  AIaaS(iSLA)  Aij(VM)   (13) 
 
Algorithm 2 CSPs Selection and VMs 
Resource Allocation 

1: for each cj  C do 

2:TGet_suitable_Sites_routes(S,cj)//Alg.1 
3:    if T   then 

4:      for each Jlud  IVM do 

5:        for each vtij  VTj do 
6:   RTij= Get_appropriate_RT(JLud, VCaij) 
7:          if Constraints(12)and(13) 
8:                          are met then 
9:      Q.Enqueue(cj,T,Jlud,vtij,VM_costij) 
10:         end if 
11:       end for 
12:     end for 
13:   end if 
14: end for 
15:Q.sorting_ascending_order(VM_cost+Costt) 

16:{cj,T,Jlud,vtij,VM_costij} Q.Dequeue()  
17:       // offer with the minimal cost 
18:T1.Enqueue(cj,T,Jlud,vtij,VM_costij,f(sl)) 

19: while Q   do 
20:   flag = 0 
21:   while Q   && flag==0 do 
22:     {c’j,T’,Jlu’d,vt’ij,VM_cost’ij} 

23:        Q.Dequeue() //the next offer 
24:if VM_costij+ Costt==VM_cost’ij+ Cost’t 
25:         T1.Enqueue(c’j,T’,Jlu’d,vt’ij, 
26:                     VM_cost’ij,f(sl)) 
27:      else 

28:        flag=1 
29:         end if 
30:      end while 
31:    T1.sorting_descending_order(f(sl)) 
32:      Q1.Enqueue(T1) 

33:      if Q    then 

34:         T1  
35:         T1.Enqueue(c’j,T’,Jlu’d,vt’ij, 
36:                     VM_cost’ij,f(sl)) 
37:         VM_costij = VM_cost’ij 
38:         Costt = Cost’t 
39:      end if 
40:   end while 

41: while Q1 and IVM[Jlux]0,1xD do 
42:    {cj,T,Jlud,vtij,VM_costij,f(sl)} 

43:                        Q1.Dequeue() 
44:    while nbVcij0 and IVM[Jlud]0 do 
45:     allocate vtij in cj with VM_costij 

46:       nbVcij   , IVM[Jlud]   

47:       if cj  T2 then 
48:            T2.Enqueue(cj) 

49:            while T   do 

50:    {ssr,sd,rk,slxk,costxk} T.Dequeue() 
51:           allocate rk with slxk, costxk  
52:                 between ssr, cj and sd 
53:          end while 
54:       end if 
55:    end while 
56: end while 

57: if   IVM[Jlux]  0,  1  x  D then 
58: release resources, reject CSU request 
59: else 
60:   accept CSU request  
61: end if 

 
4.4 Cost Calculation 
 
Based on the cloud computing characteristic "Pay 
as you go", the CSU replaces its upfront capital 
expense with low variable cost and pays only for 
what it uses. For computing resources, it pays on 
an hourly basis from the time it launches a 
resource until the time it terminates it. For data 
transfer, it pays on a per gigabyte basis. This 
section introduces a general methodology to 
calculate costs. It is similar to the way Amazon is 
charging its clients. Although almost all other 
CSPs (like RackSpace, GoGrid, Azureus, etc.) 
offer their own payment methods, they basically 
follow Amazon's model [28]. However, AWS 
does not consider separately CSP (BoD) cost and 
does not calculate violation cases of all QoS 
parameters because they are not included in its 
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SLAs. Therefore, the cost is calculated based on 
(14): 
 

 Costtotal = CostVM + CostBW   (14) 
 
where, Costtotal is the total cost of the different 
CSU resource consumption. For instance, the 
proposed architectures offer IaaS and NaaS 
services. Therefore, CostVM is the total cost of 
VMs resources calculated based on (15) and 
CostBW is the total cost of bandwidth resources 
calculated based on (16). Note that, each CSP has 
different costs for different resources types, and 
these costs are sent at first to the Cloud Broker or 
the CSPL. 
 

 CostVM = j i (VM_costij  tij)  (15) 
 

 CostBW = k(BW_costk  BWk)  (16) 
 
where, VM_costij is the cost unit ($ per hour) of a 
selected VM type vtij in a selected CSPj (DC), and 
tij is the number of vtij consumption hours. Note 
that the cost of memory capacity for each VM is 
included in VM_costij. BW_costk is the cost unit ($ 
per GB) of the traffic traversing a selected CSPk 
(DC and/or BoD) with a guaranteed QoS level and 
BWk (GB) is the bandwidth consumed by the CSU 
traffic traversing CSPk. 
 
5 USAGE CASES AND EVALUATION 
 
To take full advantage of the proposed cloud 
networking framework, this section presents two 
usage cases for the efficient establishing of large-
scale cloud videoconferencing and intensive 
computing applications. The corresponding 
scenarios are tested as a proof of concept and its 
performances are evaluated by conducting a set of 
different simulations using the CloudSim toolkit 
[30]. CloudSim toolkit supports both system and 
behavior modeling of cloud system components 
such as Data Centers, VMs and resource 
provisioning policies that can be extended. 
Therefore, CloudSim is extended to support three 
new entities. The first one is a CSU entity and the 
second is a Cloud Broker entity, instead of 
CloudSim DatacenterBroker entity, where the 

CSU entity sends its requirements to the Cloud 
Broker entity to allocate the best resources and 
establish SLAs as described in Section 4. In 
addition, a CSP (BoD) entity is proposed to 
interconnect Broker, CSPs (DC) and CSUs using 
BRITE topology [31] for modeling link bandwidth 
and associated latencies. The simulated model of 
the proposed architecture is composed of one 
Broker, four CSPs (BoD) and four CSPs (DC) 
containing each one 10 hosts. Each host has a 
quad-core processors (4  1,2GHz) and 16GB of 
RAM.  
All entities are initiated at the beginning of the 
simulation. In this simulation model, for a Gold 
service level for example, a CSP (DC) can have 
the IaaS characteristics presented in Table 2 and 
NaaS characteristics presented in Table 3. In 
addition, for a Gold service level, a CSP (BoD) 
can have the NaaS characteristics presented in 
Table 3. Other CSPs (DC/BoD) have different 
values for each service level (Platinum, Gold, 
Silver, Bronze). 

Table 2.  IaaS Gold Service Level. 

 VM Capacity AIaaS CPU Cost 
CSP1 (DC) 750 MHz 99.999% 0.3 $ per hour 

Table 3.  NaaS Gold Service Level. 

 L J P BW ANaaS BW Cost 
CSP1 
(DC) 

7 
ms 

1 
ms 

2.5x
10-3 

10 
Mb/s 

99.999
% 

0.05  
$ per GB 

CSP1 
(BoD) 

12 
ms 

2 
ms 

2.5x
10-3 

10 
Mb/s 

99.999
% 

0.3  
$ per GB 

 
The CSU specifies its requested service type and 
corresponding QoS requirements to the Cloud 
Broker or the CSPL using the proposed GUI (Fig. 
5). Then, after the best CSPs selection, the Cloud 
Broker or the CSPL allocates required resources to 
CSU sites and establishes the different SLAs. The 
participating entities start the application and 
when it is finished, the Cloud Broker or the CSPL 
releases allocated resources and the CSU pays as it 
uses. 
 
5.1 Usage Case 1: Cloud videoconferencing 
scenario 
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From the perspective of bandwidth requirements, 
end-to-end delay and jitter constraints, multi-party 
videoconferencing may be one of the most 
demanding multimedia applications [27]. A 
videoconference system is a real-time exchange of 
media data among several parties, which breaks 
the limit of human communications due to the 
geographical location of participants. Therefore, to 
assess the performance of the proposed framework 
while considering the videoconferencing service, 
CSPs selection algorithms (Alg. 1 and Alg. 2) are 
used to validate the videoconferencing scenario 
within the cloud networking architectures (Broker 
and Federation). These algorithms determine the 
best delivery paths of videoconferencing streams 
among allocated VMs for videoconferencing 
servers. It is possible that VMs are distributed in 
different Data Centers. The objective of the Cloud 
Broker or the CSPL is to minimize the total service 
cost without violating end-to-end QoS constraints. 
Three videoconferencing simulation scenarios are 
evaluated. The first one corresponds to a static 
selection of resources without QoS guarantee. The 
second and third scenarios are respectively a 
Broker and a Federation based selection with QoS 
guarantee. In each scenario, multiple CSU sites 
are connected to different CSPs (BoD) with 
possible multiple destinations. The CSU chooses 
IaaS (without storage) and NaaS services in both 
Broker and Federation scenarios. 
The global average streaming delay and jitter from 
source to destination for these scenarios are 
evaluated. Formally, the delay is defined as a 
period of time necessary for a bit of data to travel 
from one endpoint to another. However, the jitter 
is defined as the delay variation, i.e., the absolute 
value of the difference between the arrival times 
of two adjacent packets minus their departure 
times [32]. In our case, for a specific source (ssr) 
and destination (sd) sites, VM type (vti) and CSP 
(DC) (cj), the delay (D) is calculated using the 
equation (17). For each source site the CSU 
requests a VM for transcoding. In addition, at each 
simulation the CSPL in Federation scenario and 
destination sites in all scenarios are selected 
randomly. 
 

D = i1=1zk1L(bi1) + L(cj) + RTij + L(cj) +  
          i2=1zk2L(bi2)     (17) 
 
The delay and the jitter are very important QoS 
parameters for real time interactive applications 
such as videoconferencing. An end-to-end delay 
greater than 200 ms and a jitter greater than 30 ms 
could cause a degraded videoconferencing service. 
Therefore, the CSU specifies a network latency 
less than 180 ms, a network jitter less than 30 ms 
and a transcoding response time less than 20 ms in 
the Broker and Federation scenarios. Other QoS 
parameters are Gold and weights equal to 1. 
Four CSU video types are simulated with one hour 
length, a size of 1, 2, 3 and 4 GB, respectively and 
requested bandwidth equal to 2.2Mb/s, 4.5Mb/s, 
6.8Mb/s and 9.1Mb/s, respectively. According to 
several experiments for each video type with 
different CSU sites location, The global average 
delay including Response Time and network 
Latency, the global average jitter and the global 
Bandwidth and VMs costs are calculated. 
The results illustrated in Figure 8 and Figure 9, 
reveal a good streaming delay achieved by the 
Broker and Federation proposal, as compared to a 
static selection (Fig. 10). Therefore, in all Broker 
and Federation video types, the global end-to-end 
delays are well controlled to keep queuing delays 
to the minimum while packets traverse through 
intermediate Data Centers on their paths. 
Moreover, the global jitter (Fig. 11) is also well 
controlled (less than 30 ms) and does not impact 
the global videoconferencing QoS. 
 

 

Figure 8.  End-to-end Global Delays in Broker Selection. 
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Figure 9.  End-to-end Global Delays in Federation 

Selection. 

 

Figure 10.  End-to-end Global Delays in Static Selection. 

 

Figure 11.  Jitter comparison between Static, Broker and 

Federation Selection. 

In addition, as shown in Figure 12 and Figure 13, 
the global bandwidth and VMs costs increase 
when the video size and bandwidth corresponding 
to a video type increase due to the NaaS and IaaS 
QoS constraints. Moreover, in a static selection, 
the global bandwidth and VMs costs are less than 
those of the Broker and Federation selection due 

to the additional IaaS and NaaS QoS guarantee by 
the Broker or the CSPL. Furthermore, the global 
bandwidth and VMs costs in the Broker scenario 
are less important than the Federation scenario 
costs due to the selection of resources within the 
CSPL firstly. Indeed, CSPL resources are not 
usually the best and that's why the Broker 
architecture is the most economical, while 
ensuring QoS requirements. 
 

 

Figure 12.  Global Bandwidth cost comparison. 

 

Figure 13.  Global VMs cost comparison. 

5.2 Usage Case 2: Cloud Intensive Computing 
 
The cloud computing services are mainly used for 
the treatment of huge amount of information [34] 
such as intensive computing applications which 
are based on requests for the execution of 
computationally intensive tasks, for example, 
scientific workflows. CSPs selection algorithms 
are used to validate this scenario within Broker 
and Federation based cloud networking 
architectures and to determine the best VMs 
allocated for requested jobs while minimizing the 
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total application cost without violating end-to-end 
QoS constraints. The CSU service requirements 
are simulated as a series of job requests executed 
by allocated VMs. 
Three intensive computing simulation scenarios 
are evaluated. In the first scenario, the CSU 
chooses IaaS without NaaS service and a response 
time less than 300 ms. In the second scenario, the 
CSU chooses IaaS with NaaS service, a response 
time less than 300 ms, a latency less than 150 ms, 
a bandwidth of 1Mb/s, other QoS parameters are 
equal to Silver and all weights are equal to 1. In 
the third scenario, the CSU chooses a static 
selection without QoS guarantee. 
According to several experiments with four CSU 
sites where each one sends 100 jobs to four VMs, 
and for different job lengths (200, 250, 300, 350 
instructions), the global average delay (average 
Response Time and Latency) as well as the global 
Bandwidth and VMs costs are calculated. 
 

 

Figure 14.  End-to-end Global Delays for IaaS without 

NaaS in Broker Scenario. 

 
 
Figure 15.  End-to-end Global Delays for IaaS without 
NaaS in Federation Scenario. 

 

Figure 16.  End-to-end Global Delays for IaaS with NaaS in 

Broker Scenario. 

 

Figure 17.  End-to-end Global Delays for IaaS with NaaS in 

Federation Scenario. 

 

Figure 18.  End-to-end Global Delays for Static Selection 

without QoS guarantee. 

As illustrated in Figure 14 and Figure 15, by 
providing only IaaS QoS guarantee, the global 
Response Time is well controlled but the Latency 
is not controlled in both Broker and Federation 
selection. However, as shown in Figure 16 and 
Figure 17, by providing NaaS and IaaS QoS 
guarantee, the Response Time and the Latency are 
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well controlled as compared to a static selection 
(Fig. 18). 
 

 

Figure 19.  Global Bandwidth cost comparison. 

 

Figure 20.  Global VMs cost comparison. 

In addition, the results obtained in Figure 19 show 
that the global bandwidth cost increases when the 
job length increases. Moreover, the global 
bandwidth cost without NaaS services (static and 
IaaS without NaaS for Broker and Federation) is 
less than the global bandwidth cost of Broker and 
Federation with NaaS selection due to the NaaS 
QoS guarantee by the Cloud Broker or the CSPL. 
Furthermore, due to the selection of minimal route 
cost by Algorithm 1 in IaaS without NaaS 
selection for Broker and Federation, their global 
bandwidth cost is less than the global bandwidth 
cost of static selection. 
Furthermore, Figure 20 demonstrates that the 
global VMs cost increases when the job length 
increases due to the CSU Response Time 
constraint. In addition, the global VMs cost in 
static selection is less than the VMs cost for IaaS 
with/without NaaS (Broker and Federation 
selection) due to the IaaS QoS guarantee by the 

Broker and the CSPL. Moreover, the global VMs 
cost in the Broker scenario are less important than 
the Federation scenario due to the selection of 
resources in the CSPL at first. Therefore, 
according to the same reasons described in Usage 
Case 1, the Broker architecture is the most 
economical cloud networking proposed 
architecture while ensuring QoS requirements. 
 
6 CONCLUSION 
 
In this paper, a framework was presented for 
resource allocation in conformance with three type 
of SLA established within cloud networking 
environment. At first, two architectures of cloud 
networking (Broker and Federation) were 
proposed. The paper has focused on QoS 
parameters for IaaS and NaaS services. In 
addition, the calculation of these QoS parameters 
was presented and two algorithms were specified 
for the best CSPs selection using optimization 
under QoS constraints to achieve a minimizing 
cost objective. Moreover, the paper has proposed 
the establishment of an iSLA with the CSU, a 
D_iSLA with CSPs (DC) and a B_iSLA with 
CSPs (BoD). Finally, the proposed architectures 
were evaluated for two different applications 
(cloud videoconferencing and intensive 
computing), and good performance results were 
obtained showing that the Broker architecture is 
the most economical as compared to the 
Federation one while ensuring QoS requirements. 
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ABSTRACT

Robots that works in a dynamic environment must
possess, the ability to autonomously cope with the
changes in the environment. This paper proposes an
approach to predict changes in the state and actions
of robots. Further, this approach attempts to ap-
ply predicted future actions to current actions. This
method predicts the robot’s state and action for the
distant future using the states that the robot adopts
repeatedly. Using this method, the actions that the
robot will take in the future can be predicted. The
method proposed in this paper predicts the state and
action of a robot each time it decides to perform an
action. In particular, this paper focuses on defin-
ing weight coefficients, using the characteristics of
the future prediction results. Using this method, the
compensatory current action will be obtained. This
paper presents the results of our study and discusses
methods that allow the robot to quickly determine
its most desirable action, using state prediction and
optimal control methods.

KEYWORDS

Online State Prediction, Prediction using Combina-
tion of State Space and Action, Online SVR, Con-
trol using State-action Prediction

1 INTRODUCTION

Over the years, many studies have been con-
ducted with the objective of developing work-
ing robots that can facilitate or are suitable for
dynamic environments [1]-[9]. Further, vari-
ous robots have been developed to assist hu-
mans in workspaces such as homes and fac-
tories [10]. However, because robots are re-
quired to act differently in different situations,
it is virtually impossible to predict all possi-
ble situations or to pre-program a robot with
all suitable reaction patterns for each possible
situation [11, 12]. Further, it is difficult to cal-
culate the inverse problem of the robot for gen-

erating a suitable reaction in real time. Con-
sidering these problems, it can be argued that
robots working in a dynamic environment must
possess the ability to cope with changes in the
environment. For mobile robots, which are the
focus of this study, it is clear that behaviour and
posture have crucially important meaning dur-
ing task execution.

Some of the conventional studies related to
robot control focus on the states of the target
robot or the parameters of the robot. Based on
these viewpoints, these studies have presented
certain methods to control robots [13, 15].
Thus, it is important to know the states of the
robot and to know that the robot will take an ac-
tion in the next scene when robots in dynamic
environments must be controlled. Moreover,
the model used to obtain the states of the robot
and to predict its actions must be known. Now
let us consider controlling a robot in a dynamic
environment. Actions determined by ordinary
control methods may be suitable in most static
environments, in which the robot performs the
same action each time. Unfortunately, these
actions may be unsuitable in dynamic environ-
ments, owing to problems such as computation
delay (1 or some steps) and hardware overhead.

To address these problems, many studies have
used machine learning techniques such as rein-
forcement learning (RL) that acquire the opti-
mal action to learn the environment by trial and
error [14, 16, 17]. Alternatively, model predic-
tive control (MPC) has been used to sequen-
tially provide data to the control system; us-
ing this technique, suitable input for forming
predictions is gained each time. As a result,
MPC is better suited for managing typical con-
trol rules [18, 19]. However, these techniques
suffer from problems such as computation de-
lay, hardware overhead, and whether the robot
can respond flexibly to changes in the dynamic
environment [20]-[24]. Some techniques for
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generating robot motion have also been pre-
sented. In these cases, ordinary control rules
were combined with an extended Kalman filter
(EKF) [1] or unscented Kalman filter (UKF)
[1], to avoid linearizing the robot model [25]-
[27]. However, these techniques still present
various problems; applied filters will often be-
come unstable, using a non-linear model is of-
ten difficult, and cases in which parameters
must be defined are increased [28].

In contrast, some research efforts have
utilized Support Vector Regression (SVR). In
general, these works provides appropriate re-
sults [18, 19, 29]. However, these works
avoided analyzing disturbances. Moreover,
these works did not consider the relationship
between a robot’s state transition and the action
taken by the robot. For example, in dynamic
environments, there are unforeseen loads and
backlash, complex friction, and stiction. In
this case, it is essential to predict state and ac-
tion. Furthermore, the model must be allowed
to adapt to changes in the robot’s dynamics.

Thus, applying state-action pair predictions
to the control of robots has already been pro-
posed [30, 31], on the basis of Online SVR
[32]. This method predicts the robot’s state
and action, using them as a “pair” for determin-
ing future actions by applying the state that the
robot adopts repeatedly. Using this method, the
suitable actions that the robot can take in the
future can be obtained [33]. Most of the previ-
ously mentioned conventional approaches are
based on parametric techniques. In contrast,
this study is based on non-parametric tech-
niques. In this respect, the proposed method
does not require strict parameters or a model
of the target robot. Based on these character-
istics, it is clear that the proposed method is
different from other related methods.

This paper describes the results of these stud-
ies and discusses methods that allow the robot
to quickly decide its desirable behavior, us-
ing the state prediction and conventional op-
timal control methods. First, we will attempt
to apply the action to be taken in the future
to the current action, by extending the former
approach. In particular, in this study, we aim

to determine the future action and apply it to
the current action; further, the we describe the
calculation of weight coefficients for future ac-
tions that were obtained through the predic-
tions. Fixed-value weight coefficients were al-
ready proposed in [33]. Hence, in this paper,
weight coefficients will be proposed that focus
on the “variation of the predicted results.” Us-
ing this method, compensatory current actions
can be obtained more flexibly.

In this study, posture stabilization will be re-
alized using a system that combines the opti-
mal control and the proposed method. In par-
ticular, to verify and implement the proposed
method, this study focused on an inverted pen-
dulum that can be linearized around these op-
erating points. From this example, an ordi-
nary linear-quadratic regulator (LQR) can be
applied. Using this method, this study aims to
converge the posture to a stable state immedi-
ately, using future prediction results. There-
fore, in this study, the proposed method was
combined with the conventional LQR method.
In particular, as an application example, the
two-wheeled mobile inverted pendulum robot
“NXTway-GS” was used to execute a stabi-
lization control task. Moreover, the move
instruction was sent from the command in-
put within the stabilization control task. The
control response results produced by the pro-
posed method were compared with those of
the conventional control method, using a com-
puter simulation. The computer simulation
showed that, in contrast with the ordinary con-
trol method, the proposed method, the pro-
posed method is well adapted to the distur-
bance input; it obtained the action that de-
creased the pitch angle, and achieved a desir-
able state for the NXTway-GS.

This paper is organized as follows: In Sec-
tion 2 explains the process of using future pre-
diction techniques to obtain or decide the op-
timal action for the robot. In addition, details
describing the proposed method are provided.
In Section 3, the experimental setting is ex-
plained. Finally, Section 4 presents the con-
clusions of this study.
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2 AN APPROACH FOR DECIDING THE
OPTIMAL ACTION FOR A ROBOT

2.1 Basic Idea

We mentioned in Section 1 that for control-
ling a robot in a dynamic environment, an ac-
tion can be chosen for (and adopted by) the cur-
rent result, by predicting a future state using
previous actions and states. In this study, we
will aim to obtain the optimal action to mini-
mize the body pitch angle of the inverted pen-
dulum, in cases with continual input of pre-
dictable disturbances. To achieve this, we will
aim to use predictions from state-action pairs,
a technique we proposed in our previous stud-
ies [30], [31]. Therefore, in this study, a sys-
tem that decides the optimal action using the
proposed method illustrated in fig. 1 (based on
previous studies, including [33]) is considered.
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Figure 1. Outline for Deciding the Optimal Action for
the Robot using the Prediction of State-Action Pair

2.1.1 N -ahead state-action pair predictor

As shown in fig. 1, t−lû(t + j) describes the
prediction result of the control input u(t + j),
when this input is predicted in time (t − l).
Hence, the proposed method is attempting to
revise the current action, using a combination
of the optimal control and the prediction result
of the state-action pair. The structure of the
prediction of a state-action pair is named “N -
ahead state-action pair predictor,” the internal

structure is described in fig. 2 [31].

State
Predictor

( )tx

( )tu ( )ˆ 1t +u

( )ˆ 1t +x

Action
Predictor

Figure 2. Outline of the Prediction System of State and
Action [31]

The equations for the state prediction are as
follows.

x̂i(t + 1) =


0 if t = 0

∆θ if t = 1

ksv(
xz(t))> (Ksv

+λIl)
−1 xzsv + b′i otherwise

(1)

when i ∈ dimx(t)

In this paper, the notation is defined as

z(t) =
[
x(t) | u(t − 1)

]
(2)

Here, b′i is a bias term for xi(t) (the i-th ele-
ment of x(t) in time t), ∆θ represents the La-
grange multiplier, l represents the number of
the former support vector zsk

(t)(k ∈ l), λ rep-
resents the regularization parameter, Il repre-
sents the l × l identity matrix, Ksv represents
the Gramian matrix, and ksv is the mapping
matrix.

Moreover, xz(t) is defined by state x(t) and
the pair z(t): xz(t) =

[
z(t) | x(t)

]
.

Next, an action predictor will be generated
using the linear-quadratic regulator (LQR).
The future action û(t + 1) can be predicted
using state feedback gain kf if it is possible
to correctly describe the model of a prediction
target as a nonlinear discrete state space model:

û(t + 1) = kf x̂(t + 1) (3)

Here, the LQR calculates the feedback
gain kf in order to minimize the cost function
J [x(t),u(t)] ≡ J ; this is given as

J =

∫ ∞

0

(
x>(t)Qx(t) + u>(t)Ru(t)

)
dt

(4)
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In this equation, x> indicates the transpose of
x. The tuning parameter is the weight matrix
for state Q and input R. Thus, kf represents a
state feedback gain that is given by

kf = −R−1B>P (5)

In this equation, R, B, and P are the parame-
ters of the Riccati differential equation.

PA + A>P − PBR−1B>P + Q = 0 (6)

Thus, the state and action of the robot can
be predicted at any given time. The proposed
system can be used to predict the next state and
action of a robot, and to repeatedly predict its
future states and actions.

2.1.2 State-Feedback Stabilizer

As shown in fig. 1, this system will be ap-
plied to an optimal control system by using a
feedback gain Kf based on the LQR; in paral-
lel, it will decide the actions that the robot will
perform in the future, using the predictions of
a state-action pair.

In this system, the optimal feedback gain de-
rived by the LQR is applied. Therefore, the
controller was designed based on modern con-
trol theory. This LQR calculates the feedback
gain Kf so as to minimize the cost function J
given as eq. (4).

2.2 How to Obtain and Use the Optimal
Action

However, the prediction error must be con-
sidered, because the proposed method uses the
action obtained from the N -ahead state-action
pair predictor. If N is larger or more distant
than current time t, then the prediction error
will be proportional to N ; thus, the piling pre-
diction error must be considered in the predic-
tion (fig. 3).

To address this prediction problem, in [33],
fixed-value weighting coefficients for the pre-
diction series of an action were defined. A
measure of the importance of each prediction
series was also defined, and attempts were
made to decrease the influence of the predic-
tion errors of these action prediction series.

This paper focuses on variations in the pre-
dicted results at any time (t + j), and on de-
termining the “dependability” of the predicted
value at that time. In other words, variable
weight coefficients based on this dependabil-
ity are defined.

The predictor will be learning and predict-
ing continuously, at each point in time. There-
fore, the prediction results will be obtained at
each time. A state-action pair prediction that
can predict future values at each sampling time
is illustrated in fig. 3. Note the “focus” area

t

u(t)

t1 t1+1 t1+2 t1+jt1-M t1-2 t1-1

Real value

t

u(t)

t1 t1+1 t1+2 t1+jt1-M t1-2 t1-1

Real value

focus

v

v

Figure 3. Prediction Using a State-Action Pair

in fig. 3. Here, the prediction values at time
(t1 + j) can be obtained, from each previous
time (t1 − i) (the range of i is (0 ¿ Mv ≤
i ≤ N)) as illustrated in fig. 4. In this area,
the predicted values are distributed. To quanti-
tatively measure these variations, the standard
deviation is focused on. In brief, the standard
deviation σj of the control input in time (t1+j),
using the prediction values that are predicted in
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Figure 4. Focus on the Variations of Predicted Values
from Previous Time Points (From Fig. 3)

each past time (t1 − i), is derived as follows:

σj = σ
[
t1−Mv û(t1 + j), t1−Mv+1û(t1 + j),

. . . , t1−iû(t1 + j), . . . , t1+1û(t1 + j)]
(7)

Based on the above σj , we aim to consider the
weight coefficients. In eq. (7), σ [·] denotes the
standard deviation of (·). Using the character-
istics of the standard deviation, a weight coef-
ficient according to the variations of the pre-
dicted results is defined, flexibly. Therefore,
weight coefficients αj can be expressed as fol-
lows:

αj = Cσ · σj (8)

Here, Cσ is a coefficient with a small positive
real value.

Now, we consider the revising of a current
action using predicted future actions. Here, the
fact that the influence increases for an action in
the near future and inversely decreases for an
action in the distant future can be considered.
That is, the “decide the optimal action” section
from [33] can be referenced as follows:

u(t+1, t+N)
s (t) =

N∑
j=1

αjû(t + j) (9)

Here, αj describes the weight coefficients for
each j in each t. This u

(t+1, t+N)
s (t) is gen-

erated from an “Action Decision Maker” and
is the revised action used to consider a future
action. Now, the prediction results u(t) and
û(t + j) from the N -ahead state-action pair

predictor’s outputs explicitly include the dis-
turbance input d(t) [33]. Here, if an action can
correspond to the disturbance input before the
future action is created, the optimal action that
is considered in the future can be obtained. In
other words, the future action u

(t+1, t+N)
s (t) and

the optimal control action up(t) are used as fol-
lows:

u(t) = up(t) + u(t+1, t+N)
s (t) + d(t) (10)

Here, the compensate control input u(t) is
given. The proposed method can obtain a se-
ries of actions in time (t + N) in the distant
future from current time t using the N -ahead
state-action pair predictor. Now, on the basis of
this prediction series, the current action, which
combines “the action that will be taken in the
future” and the prediction series of the action,
can be revised. Namely, the compensate con-
trol input combines the current action and the
action that takes place in the future. As a result,
the compensate control input can compensate
for future disturbances by using the N -ahead
state-action pair predictor. Moreover, the N -
ahead state-action pair predictor can work for
any given sampling time. Therefore, the com-
pensate control input can effectively manage
changing disturbances.

This equation will produce accurate results
at any given sampling time. The Online SVR
used in the state-action pair prediction is the
corresponding online learning algorithm. Ac-
cording to this rule, the proposed method will
predict and revise the action at each point in
time. At these times, the LQR controller will
control the robot if the tendency of a distur-
bance changes. In parallel, the predictors will
be learning the control response as a training
set. Then, the proposed method can decide an
action, again.
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3 EXPERIMENT – SIMULATION US-
ING THE PROPOSED METHOD FOR
CONTROL OF TWO-WHEELED IN-
VERTED PENDULUM

3.1 Outline of Experiment

In this study, as an application, the posture
of a two-wheeled self-propelled inverted pen-
dulum was stabilized using a computer simu-
lation. Moreover, the command input was sent
to the inverted pendulum. In this experiment,
it will be confirmed that the proposed method
enables a robot to rapidly adapt to a chang-
ing environment. Specifically, it will be con-
firmed that by using learning and predicting
continuously, the posture will be continuously
stabilized on either a flat floor or an undulat-
ing floor (fig. 5). Furthermore, the environ-
ment will be changed based on the command
input. From this simulation, states and actions
were obtained as training samples while pos-
tural control was stabilized. To evaluate the
proposed system, this study focused on stabi-
lizing the inverted pendulum by using a future
prediction based on the prediction of a state-
action pair. In this verification experiment, an
inverted pendulum “NXTway-GS” (fig. 6) is
used as an application example. The control
response of the proposed method was com-
pared with the control response of the conven-
tional method. The experiment included more
than 400 steps (actual predictive control range
was 3.00 [s] to 20.00 [s]). Furthermore, in
the proposed method, the predictor only used
the proximate predicted result repeatedly with
for postural control, 0.05 [s] for each sampling
time.

Figure 5. Image of the Simulation Environment

3.2 Simulation Setup - NXTway-GS Model

NXTway-GS (fig. 6) can be considered a two-
wheeled inverted pendulum model, as shown
in fig. 7. Figure 7 shows the side view and
the plane view of the model. The coordinate
system used in 3.3 is described in fig. 7. Fur-
ther, in fig. 7, ψ denotes the body pitch angle
and θl,rdenotes the wheel angle (l and r indi-
cate left and right, moreover θ = 1

2
(θl + θr)),

and θml,mr denotes the DC motor angle (l and
r indicate left and right). The physical param-
eters of the NXTway-GS are listed in table 1.

(a)
NXTway-
GS

(b)
Model of
NXTway-
GS

Figure 6. Two-Wheeled Inverted Pendulum “NXTway-
GS”

z

zb
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zb

x, y

γ

(a) Side view

y

yl
W

φ

x

yb

ym

yr

xl xm xb xr

(b) Plane view

Figure 7. Side View and Plane View of NXTway-GS
[34]-[36]

3.3 Simulation Setup - Modeling of
NXTway-GS

The motion equations of the two-wheeled
inverted pendulum model can be derived us-
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ing the Lagrange equation based on the coor-
dinate system shown in fig. 7. If the direction
of the model is the x-axis positive direction at
t = 0, the equations of motion for each coordi-
nate can be given as follows ([34]-[36]):[

(2m + M) R2 + 2Jw + 2n2Jm

]
θ̈

+
(
MLR − 2n2Jm

)
ψ̈

− Rg (M + 2m) sin γ = Fθ

(11)(
MLR − 2n2Jm

)
θ̈ +

(
ML2 + Jψ

+2n2Jm

)
ψ̈ − MgLψ = Fψ (12)[

1

2
mW 2 + Jφ +

W 2

2R2

(
Jw + n2Jm

)]
φ̈ = Fφ

(13)

Here, x1 and x2 are the state variables and u is
the input variable.

x1 =
[
θ ψ θ̇ ψ̇

]>
(14)

x2 =
[
φ φ̇

]>
(15)

u =
[
vl vr

]> (16)

Consequently, the state equations of the in-
verted pendulum model can be derived using
eqs. (11), (12), and (13).

d

dt
x1 = A1x1 + B1u + S (17)

d

dt
x2 = A2x2 + B2u (18)

In this study, only the state variable x1 is
used. Because x1 includes the body pitch an-
gles as variables ψ and ψ̇, which are impor-
tant for self-balancing control, the plane mo-
tion (γ0 = 0,S = 0) will not be considered.

3.4 Simulation Setup - Applying the On-
line SVR to the State Predictor

In this method, online SVR [32] is used as a
learner for state prediction, as shown in fig. 2.

Moreover, the RBF kernel [38] is applied as
the kernel function to the online SVR of the
learner. The RBF kernel of samples x and x′,
which represent feature vectors in some input
space, is defined as

k (x,x′) = exp
(
−β ||x − x′||2

)
(19)

Further, the learning parameters of Online
SVR are listed in table 2. In table 2, i ∈
{1, 2, 3, 4}.

3.5 Simulation Setup - Applying the
Linear-Quadratic Regulator to the
Action Predictor

In this experiment, the LQR is applied as an
action predictor, as shown in fig. 2. Therefore,
the controller is designed as an action predic-
tor based on modern control theory. This LQR
calculates the feedback gain kf so as to mini-
mize the cost function J given as eq. (4).

In this study, the following weight matrix Q
and R was chosen:

Q =


1 0 0 0 0
0 6 × 105 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 4 × 102

 (20)

R = 1 × 103 ·
[
1 0
0 1

]
(21)

Then, feedback gain kf is obtained by mini-
mizing J . Therefore, kf is applied as an action
predictor [31]. Furthermore, the feedback gain
Kf of the state-feedback stabilizer is applied.
Hence, in this experiment, the plane move of
the two-wheeled inverted pendulum is not con-
sidered. In other words, φ = 0, θml = θmr, and
u = u,d(t) = d(t) were considered.

3.6 Conditions of Simulation - Acquiring
Training Sets

In this experiment, the command input will
be sent to the inverted pendulum. Furthermore,
the environment will be changed based on the
command input. The shape of the floor will
be changed from flat to undulating. Figure 8
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Table 1. Physical Parameters of NXTway-GS

Symbol Value Unit Physical property

g 9.81 [m/s2] Gravity acceleration

m 0.03 [kg] Wheel weight [34, 35]

R 0.04 [m] Wheel radius

Jw
mR2

2 [kgm2] Wheel inertia moment

M 0.635 [kg] Body weight [34, 35]

W 0.14 [m] Body width

D 0.04 [m] Body depth

H 0.144 [m] Body height

Distance of

L H
2 [m] center of mass

from wheel axle

Body

Jψ
ML2

3 [kgm2] pitch

inertia moment

Body

Jφ
M(W2+D2)

12
[kgm2] yaw

inertia moment

DC motor

Jm 1 × 10−5 [kgm2] inertia moment

[36]

DC motor

Rm 6.69 [Ω] resistance

[37]

DC motor

Kb 0.468 [V·s/rad.] back EMF constant

[37]

DC motor

Kt 0.317 [N·m/A] torque constant

[37]

n 1 [1] Gear ratio [36]

Friction coefficient

fm 0.0022 [1] between body

and DC motor [36]

Friction coefficient

fW 0 [1] between wheel

and floor [36]

Table 2. Learning Parameters of Online SVR

Symbol Value Property

Ci 300 Regularization parameter or predictor of xi

εi 0.02 Error tolerance for predictor of xi

βi 30 Kernel parameter for predictor of xi
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Figure 8. Command Input Signals (+1 Indicates For-
ward Run, 0 Indicates Stationary Balancing)
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Figure 9. Simulation Environment (the Shape of the
Floor)

shows the command input, and fig. 9 shows
the shape of the floor. The shape of the floor
is given by the following equation.

z = 0.15U(xf ) sin [2 × 0.125 · π · (xf )]
[cm]

xf = x − 4 [cm]
(22)

In this equation, U(x) indicates the unit step
function, x [cm] indicates the length of the
floor, and z [cm] indicates the undulating
height of the floor.

Using the settings mentioned above, we at-
tempted to drive the inverted pendulum model
on the floor by using the command input (fig.
10). Thus, the training sets from the two-

Robot

(Inverted Pendulum)

Kf

State-Feedback Stabilizer

( Applied LQR )

( )u t ( )tx ( )tx

( )1pu t +
z-1

( )ref tx

( )' tx

Figure 10. Control Input Obtained by Mixing the Ac-
tion and Command Inputs

wheeled inverted pendulum can be acquired.
Figures 11 through 15 show training sets that
were obtained from the computer simulation
of the stabilizing control of the two-wheeled
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inverted pendulum, and the move forward in-
structions sent from the command input within
the control (as shown in fig.8).

Moreover, figs. 16 and 17 show the position
of the mass of the inverted pendulum. Here,
movement distance for displaying the position
is given by the following equation.

x = 100 · R ·
∫

θ̇(t)dt [cm] (23)

The position of the mass of inverted pendulum
zm is given in the following equation.

zm = 100 ·
[
R + R sin γ ·

∫
θ̇(t)dt

+L cos

{∫
ψ̇(t)dt

}]
[cm]

(24)
In this experiment, the two-wheeled inverted

pendulum model performs stationary balanc-
ing or moves forward based on the command
input. The disturbance properties that we pro-
vide as input, and other conditions of the sim-
ulation, are listed in table 3.

Table 3. Simulation Parameters

Symbol Value Unit Physical property

ψ0 0.0262 [rad.] Initial value of body pitch angle

γ0 0.0 [rad.] Slope angle of movement direction

ts 0.05 [s] Sampling rate

Ns 60 — Initial dataset length

Maximum

Nmax 401 — dataset length

for the prediction

Step size of outputs for

N 20 — N -ahead state-action pair

predictor’s outputs

Coefficient

Cσ 0.05 — for the standard deviation

of the predicted values

Calculation range

Nσ 10 — of the standard deviation of

the predicted values

3.7 Simulation Results

In this simulation, the input data provided to
the NXTway-GS is based on predicted results
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Figure 11. Training Set of Control Response of Body
Pitch Angle ψ using Only LQR
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Figure 12. Training Set of Control Response of Body
Pitch Angle Velocity ψ̇ using Only LQR
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Figure 13. Training Set of Control Response of Wheel
Rotation Angle θ using Only LQR
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Figure 14. Training Set of the Control Response of
Wheel Rotation Angle Velocity θ̇ using Only LQR
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Figure 15. Training Set of the Control Response of Con-
trol Input u using Only LQR
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Figure 16. Position of the Inverted Pendulum on the
x-axis using Only LQR
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Figure 17. Position of the Mass of the Inverted Pendu-
lum on the z-axis using Only LQR

generated by the proposed method. In addi-
tion, the NXTway-GS model performs station-
ary balancing based on that input, and thereby
moves backward or forward.

Figures 18 through 23 show the compen-
sation results of state x1, and fig. 25 shows
the compensation results of control input u. In
this section, the part of the graph that was ob-
tained from actual training sets are not consid-
ered. Thus, only those parts of the graph per-
taining to the state prediction part shown in T
(at t = 3.00 [s]) of figs. 18 to 23 will be an-
alyzed. Moreover, figs. 26 and 27 show the
position of the mass of the inverted pendulum.
The graph in fig. 28 shows enlargement around
the z position of the mass of the inverted pen-
dulum in fig. 27. Here, the movement distance
used for displaying the trajectory was obtained
by eqs. (23) and (24).

3.8 Discussion on Simulated Results of the
Proposed Method

Here, the starting and predicting of the state
prediction point are shown at t = 3.00 [s].
Therefore, we will only focus on the portion
of the graph pertaining to the state prediction
portion shown in T .

According to these results (figs. 18, 20,
and 23), compensation results obtained using
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Compensation Result (LQR + Online SVR) (u = up + us)
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Figure 18. Control Response of Body Pitch Angle ψ
using the Proposed Method
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Compensation Result (LQR + Online SVR) (u = up + us)
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Figure 19. Control Response of Body Pitch Angle ψ
using the Proposed Method focused around ψ(t) = 0
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Figure 20. Control Response of Wheel Rotation Angle
Velocity ψ̇ using the Proposed Method
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Figure 21. Control Response of Wheel Rotation Angle
Velocity ψ̇ using the Proposed Method focused around
ψ̇(t) = 0
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Figure 22. Control Response of Wheel Rotation Angle
θ using the Proposed Method
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Figure 23. Control Response of Wheel Rotation Angle
Velocity θ̇ using the Proposed Method
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Figure 24. Control Response of Wheel Rotation Angle
Velocity θ̇ using the Proposed Method focused around
θ̇(t) = 0
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Compensation Result (LQR + Online SVR) (u = up + us)
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Figure 25. Control Response of the Control Input u us-
ing the Proposed Method
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Figure 26. Position of the Inverted Pendulum on the
x-axis using the Proposed Method
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Figure 27. Position of the Mass of the Inverted Pendu-
lum on the z-axis using the Proposed Method
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Figure 28. Position of the Mass of the Inverted Pendu-
lum on the z-axis using the Proposed Method focused
around z = R + L [cm] in Figure 27
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the proposed method (shown as the red solid
line) approach or converge to near zero with
time. Moreover, according to wheel rotation
angle θ(t) in fig. 22, the compensation results
obtained using the proposed method indicate
continuous backward and forward driving. In
addition, according to control input u(t) in fig.
25, the compensation results obtained using the
proposed method are continuously generating
a control input. Next, in fig. 18, the result
of the proposed method almost converges to
zero. Next, each result will be analyzed. From
fig. 22, θ(t) swings considerably and can be
confirmed. Therefore, it can be said that the
wheel is moving while attempting to decrease
the body pitch angle ψ(t). In figs. 20 and
23, these results are almost becoming smaller
than those of the other state in advance of the
conventional method that uses only LQR. Fi-
nally, in fig. 25, this result is also observed in
more advanced states in the proposed method,
compared to the conventional method that uses
only LQR. This is occurring because the com-
pensate control input is combining the current
action and future actions in advance. In this
case, for future actions, the compensation con-
trol input will be using state-action pair predic-
tion results directly. Therefore, the compen-
sate control input generates actions that con-
sider future disturbances. As a result, it was
confirmed that the proposed method is robust
against the undulated floor. Furthermore, the
effect of the disturbance will be reduced and
the system will be converge to the desirable
state.

Next, the movement distance will be focused
on. In figure 26, it can be confirmed that the
inverted pendulum is moving forward because
it received the forward run from the command
input. In parallel, the inverted pendulum is also
moving backward. From this command input,
the inverted pendulum approaches the undulat-
ing floor. From this result, it can be said that
the inverted pendulum moved autonomously
based on prediction results, and was able to
balance itself. Therefore, body pitch angle was
near zero. Subsequently, the trajectory of the
mass of the inverted pendulum will be ana-

lyzed. In figure 27, it cannot be confirmed that
the body is pitching around the balance point.
Accordingly, figure 28 will be focused on. In
figure 28, it can be confirmed that the mass of
the inverted pendulum is only slightly pitched
around the 0 [deg.] balance point, compared to
the method that uses only LQR (fig. 17). These
results also show that the inverted pendulum
moved autonomously based on prediction re-
sults, and was able to balance itself. Based on
these results, it can be confirmed that the body
pitch angle is near zero.

Therefore, along with the action predictor,
the LQR feedback controller was applied, and
this controller maintained the “desired” stable
state. In other words, this system stabilizes
the inverted pendulum using the current out-
side data, previous states, and an action. As
a result, it can be said that the robot’s states
will converge to a stable state, according to the
time course. Furthermore, this system acquires
data at each of the sampling times. Using these
results, the proposed system derives an action
that multiplies states with the optimal feedback
gain for obtaining the future state. Thus, the
predictors will predict in the direction of sta-
ble states, even if there are some disturbances
in the environment such as a flat floor or un-
dulated floor. In other words, this proposed
method is robust against disturbances that di-
rectly affect the application. From these view-
points, it can be concluded that the experimen-
tal results are reasonable.

4 CONCLUSION

In this study, we focused on the relation-
ship between the state and the action of robots.
Therefore, on the basis of our former study,
we proposed a method that decides an action
that the robot will take using the recent ten-
dency of the prediction results for any given
time. Moreover, we applied the LQR to de-
rive an action using the optimal feedback gain,
and defined the weight coefficient using the
standard deviation as in the proposed method.
Using the proposed method, we obtained the
compensated current action for greater conver-
gence in the desirable state. Further, the com-
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mand input was sent to the inverted pendulum.
From this command input, the shape of the
floor was changed from flat to undulating. As
a result, we confirmed that the inverted pendu-
lum moved autonomously based on prediction
results, and could balance itself.

On the basis of the experimental results,
the proposed method could be converged to a
desirable state as the optimal solution of this
problem using prediction and selection. In
other words, the proposed methods can adjust
the transition of a robot’s state or outside en-
vironment. Accordingly, we can conclude that
the proposed method can predict using online
SVR and LQR, and decide an action for the fu-
ture.

In future work, the calculation range of the
standard deviations of the predicted values Nσ

must be investigated. In this study, Nσ was
used as a fixed value. However, at first, Nσ

must be defined by taking the results of the
state-action pair prediction, combinations of
the hyper parameters of online SVR, and pre-
diction errors into consideration. To confirm
effectiveness, we will aim to introduce various
floor shapes, and reconfirm the behavior of the
proposed method.
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ABSTRACT 
 
In solving systems of equations on parallel computers, 
one very important problem is load balancing, 
because this affects the process efficiency. One way 
of achieving this goal is a good partitioning of the 
equations system. In this work, a connection between 
partitioning and pseudo-cliques from graph theory is 
shown. A preconditioning that uses pseudo-cliques 
balancing is also proposed.  
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1 INTRODUCTION 
 

A lot of real applications involves solving large 
sparse linear systems of equations and, because in 
the current real problems these systems have 
dimensions of millions [2], parallel computing is 
one way to increase performance. 

In the case of small systems, direct methods 
like Gauss are good choices but these are 
prohibitive for medium and large systems. A 
good choice in last case are iterative methods like 
Newton, Conjugate Gradient, Broyden, etc. But, 
these methods are more dependent on the 
properties of the systems. Furthermore, the  
iterative methods require systems preconditioning 
to obtain a good approximation of the solution in 
a reasonable time. From a global perspective ie 
preconditioning and effective solving, we 
consider that a preconditioner is good only if it 
improves the convergence of the iterative method 
sufficiently to overcome the extra cost of 

applying it. The importance of preconditioning 
becomes even more important in the case of 
parallel solving and there are numerous studies 
that show the importance of preconditioning for 
solving linear equations systems  on parallel 
computers [1, 2].  

One of the most used iterative methods is 
the Conjugate Gradient (CG) [3], being seen as a 
special case of Gaussian elimination. CG method 
is very effective when the associated matrix of 
equations system is symmetric and positive 
definite, but there are versions of CG for 
nonsymetric case. The CG method involves small 
errors and exact solutions are generally obtained 
after at most n steps in the case of a well 
conditioned system, where n is the size of the 
equations system. But, if there is a rapid 
convergence for well conditioned systems, this 
can be arbitrary if the matrix is ill conditioned. 
Moreover, in Krylov type iterative methods, the 
convergence decreases or is lost after 
parallelization of these methods -compared with 
serial variants of these-, the least affected seems 
to be the CG, as shown in [4]. 

An important factor in parallel solving of 
equations systems is the load balancing of 
processors. In general, there is a good load 
balancing of the processors if each of them has 
roughly the same amount of work to perform. If 
for each partition in part coresponds  an equations 
subsystem, the load balancing can be seen from 
three perspectives: the size of the subsystems, the 
number of nonzero elements in each subsystem in 
part and the difficulty of solving these 
subsystems (condition number of the associated 
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matrix). The first can be easily controlled and 
does not involve a considerable computational 
effort. The second can be controlled in most cases 
but sometimes a computational effort is required: 
preconditioning techniques like bandwidth or 
average bandwidth reduction [5]. The third -and 
most important in our opinion- unfortunately it 
can not be practical considered due to large 
computational effort required ie computing the 
condition number for each subsystem in part. It is 
well known that the condition number has a 
major influence in terms of convergence speed, 
therefore the execution time [4,5,6]: in the case of 
parallel solving, the condition number of each  
diagonal submatrix in part, influence the local 
convergence for each subprocess in part and 
implicitly the global convergence. In paper [5] 
other factors that influence the performances of 
parallel solving equations systems with iterative 
methods were experimentally identified: a 
distribution of non-zero elements along and 
around the main diagonal of the associated 
matrix, the ratio between the number of nonzero 
elements inside and outside of Jacobian sub-
matrix for each partition in part and of course the  
number of partitions. 

In CG method the parallelism is derived 
mainly from parallel matrix-vector product and 
this represents the main computational effort. 
Because this product is directly proportional to 
the number of nonzero values, an implementation 
of a load balanced distribution can be viewed as 
an uniformly non-zero elements distribution 
between processors. That is, the nonzero 
elements must be uniform distributed along and 
around the main diagonal: this should to be as 
uniform as to ensure a more balanced load of 
processors. At the same time, the syncronization 
between processors can be viewed as a result of a 
load balancing.  For example, in parallel 
conjugate gradient the updating of the residual 
vector and the vector solution do not depend on 
each other and can be performed at the same 
time, but these operations cannot be performed 
before performing the matrix-vector product. But 
the matrix-vector product in a new iteration can’t 

be performed until the residual vector is updated. 
Thus, there are two moments in which processors 
must synchronize before they can move on to the 
next iteration. It is very important that the work 
to be balanced between processors such 
synchronization moments so the processors do 
not have any periods of inactivity between these 
two moments (ideally) or these periods to be the 
smallest possible. Thus, minimizing this 
waiting/idle time is an important goal in parallel 
solving systems of equations. In conclusion, the 
problems to be solved in parallel solving systems 
of equations are related to finding a suitable 
division of the processes to be performed, as well 
as finding the most appropriate mechanisms for 
synchronization and communication between 
different processes. 

Concepts from graph theory are often used 
in theoretical formalization of parallelization 
issues [7,8,9,10,11,12]. In our approach the basic 
concept used from graph theory is clique. So, 
there are known definitions for a graph G and a 
subgraph S: 

 
 (   )                }   {(     )       }} 

 
 (     )             } 

 
where xi are vertices, and the pairs (xi,xj) are 
edges that connect two vertices. If (xi,xj)=(xj,xi) 
we have an undirected graph. 

Clique is an old term [13] and is one of the 
basic concepts of graph theory. A clique is a 
complete subgraph of an undirected graph, ie 
every two distinct vertices in the clique are 
adjacent: 

 
 (     )                 }  

       

 {      (     )        }     } 

 
The finding cliques problem  is NP-

complete [14]. Because cliques are used in a great 
number of theoretical and real problems, many 
algorithms have been developed. In particular, 
some issues present a high interest: 
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- maximal clique: a clique that cannot be 
extended by including one more adjacent vertex; 
- maximum clique: a clique, such that there is 
no others cliques with more vertices; 
- clique number: represents the number of 
vertices in a maximum clique; 
- intersection number: the smallest number 
of cliques that together cover all the graph’s 

edges. 
Cliques are considered as a part of dense 

graphs and can be considered that they do not 
have much practical effect in the case of sparse 
structures. For these cases, the pseudo-cliques or 
quasi-cliques concept was proposed. Mainly, 
there are two models to explain pseudo-cliques 
[15]. First, the pseudo-clique is a subgraph that is 
obtained from a clique by removing a constant 
number of clique’s edges. From a second point of 
view a pseudo-clique is a subgraph that has at 
least a constant ratio of edges compared to a 
clique of the same size. Note that this second 
perspective is considered in our paper. Also, the 
pseudo-clique problem is NP-complete. 

 
2 THE PROPOSED APPROACH 
 
The partitioning in terms of graph theory is an old 
problem in parallel computing, a relevant paper 
that shows partitioning models being [16]. In this 
paper we propose a partioning model of parallel 
solving equations system based on pseudo-
cliques concept.  

This paper will show the connection 
between cliques/pseudo-cliques and partitioning 
in parallel solving of equations systems. In our 
approach it is considered the case of parallel 
solving of an equations system using Kyrlov 
iterative methods that using the Jacobian, a 
synchronous model of parallelization and equal 
(or about equal) row-blocks partitioning. Also we 
take into consideration the undirected and 
unweighted graph corresponding for associated 
matrix of equations system.  

From matriceal point of view, in an ideal 
case all nonzero elements should be distributed 
inside of  diagonal blocks /submatrices.  In the 

case of equal row-blocks partitioning, partitions 
with same number of nonzeros represent 
independent and equal subsystems of equations. 
In this case we have a minimum of 
communication processes ie a better load 
balancing is achieved. From the graph point of 
view, this situation corresponds to a graph that 
has cliques with same sizes and all edges of 
associated graph are covered by these. Of course, 
another ideal case in terms of communication 
processes is that in which the graph can be 
divided completely in cliques, but not necessarily 
of equal sizes.  

Because such ideal situations are difficult  
or impossible to obtain in practice, we consider 
that a reasonable solution is when inside of 
diagonal blocks Ji(x), i = 1, ..., p (p is the number 
of partitions) of the Jacobian J(x) to be as many 
nonzero values to ensure a smaller number of 
communication processes. In addition, it is 
desirable that blocks Ji(x) to contain close values 
of the number of nonzeros to ensure a good 
processors balancing. It is obvious that such a 
situation corresponds to a division of the 
associated graph in pseudo-cliques with about 
equal sizes. From associated matrix point of 
view, a relabeling in graph according to pseudo-
cliques can conduct to an uniform distribution of 
nonzeros along the main diagonal. That is, that 
situation corresponds to close values of nonzeros 
in diagonal blocks of Jacobian, a situation that is 
reasonable and can be obtained in practice.   

Further, we will introduce some new terms 
which are useful  in pseudo-cliques evaluation in 
our approach. 

Definition 1. An edge is internal if their 
adjacent vertices are in same pseudo-clique. 

Definition 2. An edge is external if their 
corresponding vertices are in different pseudo-
cliques. 

Something similar to external edges are the 
critical edges or bridges, edges that interconnect 
two partitions into a graph. 

Definition 3.  It is said that a set of pseudo-
cliques cover the graph if all the vertices of the 
graph are contained in these pseudo-cliques. 
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It is obvious that a larger ratio between 
internal and external edges for all pseudo-cliques 
of an covered graph involves a smaller number of 
communication processes -relative to equations 
system’s size- and that is better for 
parallelization.  More, the values for internal and 
external edges  for each pseudo-clique in part 
must be close, a fact that ensures a good 
balancing between processors. So, we can 
appreciate that the internal edges represent the 
equations subsystem processing and external 
edges represents the communication processes.  

Definition 4. Degree of filling (DF) is the 
ratio between number of internal edges of a 
pseudo-clique and number of  edges of a clique 
containing the same vertices. 

 The computing relation is: 

   
 

 (   )

 

     (1) 

for a pseudo-clique with v vertices and k internal 
edges. This value is expressed as a percentage 
and a value of this equal with 100% shows a 
clique. It is obvious that this particular case is an 
ideal situation, but, in practice we are satisfied 
with values above 60-80%.  

Further, a simplified  example for a better 
understanding of our approach is shown. 
Consider G(X,U) the associated graph of a 10x10 
equations system where X={1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10} 
and 
U={(1,2),(1,3),(1,4),(2,5),(5,6),(5,7),(6,7),(8,9),(9
,10),(8,10)}. In Figure 1 are represented three 
ways of partitioning.  

As it can be seen in Figure 1, it is obvious 
that a good partitioning implies that the total 
number of external edges of the associated graph 
to be as small. More, it implies that the pseudo-
cliques obtained by partitioning the associated 
graph to be approximately equal in terms of the 
number of vertices (in fact unknowns of the 
equations system). In conclusion, a bad balancing 
in terms of the size of equations subsystems 
assigned to each processor (pseudo-cliques) and a 
large number of communication processes 
(external edges) may lead to large downtime for 

some of the processors involved in computing ie 
a low efficiency of the entire parallel process.  

The example from Figure 1 is relevant for 
the proposed approach. Thus, in a) we have a  
large number of processors involved in the 
computation (4) but there are three external 
edges. In b) we have the ideal case in terms of the 
number of external edges (0) but we have a 
disequilibrium in terms of equations subsystems 
sizes. The case from c) represents a compromise 
between case a) and b), with an acceptable 
balancing and a small number of 
communications. 

 

 
Figure 1 Examples of possible partitioning 

 
Notes: 
a) it should be noted that in our 

approach were not taking into account other 
factors that influence the computational effort per 
processor such as the condition number of each 
equations subsystem in part; 

b) the partitioning used was a 
standard approach [16], ie each external edge 
causes one external communication process. In 
fact, the processor p1 that has allocated partition 
P1, does not communicate twice to the processor 
p2 (with the partition allocated P2) the value 
from vertex 1. So we have a single process of 
communication, not two. Consequently, from the 
communication processes point of view, we have 
a single external edge between P1 and P2, thus 
the new graph obtained is a hipergraph, a much 
more realistic representation as shown in paper 
[17]. Such an approach will be the subject of our 
future research; 

c) the partitioning must be treated 
differently, depending on the parallelization 
model: synchronous or asynchronous; 

So, how can we practically use the pseudo-
clique concept to optimize  the parallelization 
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process? Before showing this, we must mention 
that there are two perspectives in terms of 
partitioning. First, for a given number of 
processors/partitions the equations system is 
”arranged” so as to ensure an enhanced efficiency 

of parallelization process. The second approach 
consists of determining the best partitioning or 
one as close/satisfactory for a given equations 
system.  

The main idea in the first approach consists 
of determining a number of cliques (ideal case) or 
pseudo-cliques (frequent case) equal to the 
number of partitions desired and rearranging the 
equations system using a relabelling of associated 
graph’s vertices. A load balancing  of 
processors and a small number of communication 
between them will constitute the main goals of 
algorithms proposed for this issue. 

In the second approach the proposed 
algorithm searches the best division of the 
associated graph in pseudo-cliques that  ensure an 
efficient parallelization. This means pseudo-
cliques with sizes degree of filling and number of 
external edges close as values. More, it will be 
chosen the partitioning where the pseudo-cliques 
have a larger value for degree of filling and a 
smaller value of external edges. 

 
3  EXPERIMENTS 
 
In the following, the experiments performed that 
validate the proposed approach are presented. 

Finding all cliques of an undirected graph is 
a hard task in terms of memory and runtime 
because the number of cliques can grow 
exponentially with every node added. There are 
many algorithms proposed for this problem but  
that proposed by Bron & Kerbosch [18] seems to 
be one of the fastest. An adapted form of this was 
used in our experiments, ie an algorithm that can 
find a given number of cliques with appropriate 
sizes, without common vertices between them. 
More, these cliques must cover the graph in sense 
of Definition 3. A small example is presented in 
Figure 2. In Figure 2a) are represented all cliques 
found by an algorithm inspired from that 

proposed by Bron  & Kerbosch. In Figure 2b) are 
represented new cliques found after making a 
balancing between those initially determined. It 
can be seen in Figure 2b) that the intersection of 
these new cliques  in terms of vertices is an 
empty set. 

 

 
Figure 2 Balancing example 

 
After experiments with cliques we observe  

that in the case of big and sparse graph the sizes 
of cliques after balancing are very small in 
relation to the size of the graph, most of them 
consisting only of two vertices. This situation in 
terms of solving large and sparse  equations 
systems in parallel, would require a relatively 
large number of processors, that is not an option 
in most situations. 

In such a situation -more and small cliques- 
the research was oriented mainly towards the 
pseudo-cliques problem. An efficient algorithm 
for enumerating all pseudo-cliques of a graph 
was proposed in paper [19]. This was a good 
starting point for an incipient algorithm that 
could find pseudo-cliques closer in size,  
independent in relation to the contained vertices 
and with a closer number of external vertices. 
The situation is similar to that one illustrated in 
Figure 2, but instead of cliques here are pseudo-
cliques. 

The case of a 20x20 linear system of 
equations exemplifies the proposed approach. 
The number of possible partitions/pseudo-cliques 
analyzed was 4, 5 and 10. The associated graph 
with 5 balanced pseudo-cliques has the lowest 
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number of external edges -equal to 32- as can be 
seen in Table 1. 
After relabelling the associated graph,  we obtain 
an equivalent equations system that has a better 
convergence in the case of the conjugate gradient 
method.  

Thus, for the following linear equations 
system: 

 
7x4 + 10x7 + 13x10 + 16x13 + x18  + 3x19 = 511 
8x4 + 11x7 + 14x10 + 17x13 + x16 + 4x19 = 562 
10x5 + 13x8 + 16x11 + 3x17 + 6x20 = 501 
7x1 +8x2 + 13x7 + 16x10 + 3x16 + 6x19 = 436 
10x3 + 14x7 + 17x10 + x13 + 4x16 + 7x19 = 508 
16x8 + 3x14 + 6x17 + 9x20 = 452 
10x1 + 11x2 + 13x4 + 14x5 + 3x13 + 6x16 + 9x19 = 460 
13x3 + 16x6 + x10 + 4x13 + 7x16 + 10x19 = 499 
3x11 + 6x14 + 9x17 + 12x20 = 510 
13x1 + 14x2 + 16x4 + 17x5 + x8 + 6x13 + 9x16 + 12x19 = 648 
16x3 + 3x9 + 7x13 + 10x16 + 13x19 = 573 
9x14 + 12x17 + 15x20 = 630 
16x1 + 17x2 + x5 + 3x7 + 4x8 + 6x10 + 7x11 + 12x16 + 15x19 = 722 
3x6 + 6x9 + 9x12 + 13x16 + 16x19 = 692 
15x17 + 18x20 = 615 
x2 + 3x4 + 4x5 + 6x7 + 7x8 + 9x10 + 10x11 + 12x13 + 13x14 + 18x19 = 1012 
3x3 + 6x6 + 9x9 + 12x12 + 15x15 = 495 
x1 + 2x20 = 41 
3x1 + 4x2 + 6x4 + 7x5 + 9x7 + 10x8 + 12x10 + 13x11 + 15x13 16x14 + 18x16 = 1183 
6x3 + 9x6 + 12x9 + 15x12 + 18x15 + 2x18 = 666 
 

the equivalent  system after pseudo-cliques 
balancing and associated graph relabelling is: 
 
8x2 + 11x3 + 14x5 + 17x6 + 4x7 + x8 = 562 
8x1 + 13x3 +7x4 + 16x5 + 6x7 + 3x8 = 436 
11x1 + 13x2 + 10x4 + 3x6 + 9x7 + 6x8 + 14x9 = 460 
7x2 + 10x3 + 13x5 + 16x6 + 3x7 + x20 = 511 
14x1 + 16x2 + 13x4 + 6x6 + 12x7 + 9x8 + 17x9 + x10 = 648 
17x1 + 3x3 + 16x4 + 6x5 + 15x7 + 12x8 + x9 + 4x10 + 7x11 = 722 
4x1 + 6x2 + 9x3 + 3x4 + 12x5 + 15x6 + 18x8 + 7x9 + 10x10 + 13x11 + 16x13 = 1183 
x1 + 3x2 + 6x3 + 9x5 + 12x6 + 18x7 + 4x9 + 7x10 + 10x11 + 13x13 = 1012 
14x3 + 17x5 + x6 + 7x7 + 4x8 + 10x12 = 508 
x5 + 4x6 + 10x7 + 7x8 + 13x12 + 16x15 = 499 
7x6 + 13x7 + 10x8 + 16x12 + 3x14 = 573 
10x9 + 13x10 + 16x11 + 3x16 + 6x18 = 501 
16x7 + 13x8 + 6x14 + 3x15 + 9x17 = 692 
3x11 + 6x13 + 9x16 + 12x18 = 510 
16x10 + 3x13 + 6x16 + 9x18 = 452 
3x12 + 9x14 + 6x15 + 12x17 + 15x19 = 495 
9x13 + 12x16 + 15x18 = 630 
6x12 + 12x14 + 9x15 + 15x17 + 18x19 + 2x20 = 666 
15x16 + 18x18 = 615 
x4  + 2x18 = 41 
 

In Figure 3 it can be seen a partitioning 
with 5 partitions/pseudo-cliques, before and after 
preconditioning the given equations system by 
pseudo-cliques balancing. The experimental 
results obtained using a parallelized 
implementation of  conjugate gradient on IBM 
Blue Gene/P supercomputer are shown in Table 
1. 

A set of experiments was done using 
systems of equations with sizes between 10 and 
300. The goal was to improve the convergence of 
parallelized conjugate gradient method after 
preconditioning by pseudo-cliques balancing. The 

average results of these experiments can be seen 
in Figure 4. 

It is to be mentioned that there isn’t a 

general rule to increase the speed of convergence 
with system size, as one might believe of Figure 
4. In some cases, we obtained better results and in 
others worse. The graphic represents the average 
of results obtained for about a hundred systems 
for each size in part, ie 10, 50, 100, 200 and 300. 

 

 
Figure 3 An example of partitioning 

 
 

Table 1.  Experimental results 

 
 
After experiments, it has been observed: 

- only pseudo-cliques balancing is not 
sufficient for improving the parallel computing 
process, but in most cases the pseudo-cliques 
balancing assure a minimal number of external 
edges for some partitioning, that can lead to a 
better convergence.  

Partitions 
(pseudo-
cliques) 

Iterations necessary for 
convergence 

 
Internal/external edges 

Initial 
 

After  
balancing 

Initial 
 

After  balancing 

4 4
47 

47 9/49 9/49 

5 5
59 

47 8/50 21/37 

10 5
55 

55 8/50 8/50 
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- the partitioning scheme is very important, 
sometimes even determinant; 
- other factors, such as condition numbers of 
equations subsystems, are also very important in 
convergence; 
- a lower number of external edges in 
pseudo-cliques lead to efficiencies of up to 30% 
in terms of convergence (or more in some cases). 

 

 
Figure 4. Improving the CG convergence 

 
 

4 CONCLUSIONS  
 
The proposed analogy graph-equations in this 
paper represents a new approach in terms of 
partitioning equations systems to solve these on a 
parallel computer and opens new research 
opportunities. This approach was validated 
through experiments. 

An efficient algorithm for determining an 
optimal division of the associated graph in 
pseudo-cliques will be one of our research 
concerns. 

At the same time, a study in terms of 
convergence depending by degree of filling must 
be taken into consideration. 
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